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Abstract 
Abstract 
Throughout our lives we encounter man challenges like conflicts in relationship, 
life transaction, emotional crisis educational and career decisions. Sometimes the 
challenging are interested and sometimes there are frightening. And sometime \.Ve can be 
benefit from help and upport a we stri to master them. 
Who i qualified to pro ide couns ling p rtal? There is confusing issue for tho 
who are e king service . Toda , there are a I t f portal ffering ervice parti ularl in 
p ychology from on line coun seling e - coun elor rnotivati n t beha i ral anal i . The 
re p n es from u er are 6 erwhelming f r th e kind f nline e ice . 11 ' ev er the 
urr nt p rtal un clin 
mo t of the web it i pla ing r I n n medium t ad mi ·' a purti ular ph r i ian 
bu in 
Therefore v e '\PIO thi rtul t h ·I c ·r · iull 1 for th· uni ·r it stud .nts t 
discu and ol their pr blem u h as a ind nnic, .urc ir und rel tionshi p oblcrn . 
e ide it i fr , th". rud nt an shar th ~ir r r blem um n z thcm cl c in D rum nd 
chat ro m ' hi h m ur ortal. This portal ha two ections, which are user 
and admini trat n. h u er e tion allows users browse through all the services 
that the '· t m pr id lik chat room, forum and etc. The administrator section 
pr ide an pplication for the administrator to update the counseling info in the 
dntabu c. 
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Part 1: Introduction 
Project overview 
From childhood through late adulthood, there is certain timer when we may need helps 
addressing problems and issues that cause us emotional distress and make us feel 
overwhelmed. Globally counselling - an interpersonal helping relationship which begin 
with the clients e .ploring the wa the) think, h w they feel for the purpose of enhancing 
their life. The clients determines and declares to the couns llor \ hat the counter 
f 
productive behaviors are and then make de ision ab ut v hi h ne will b work d ne. The 
coun ellor help the Iient to et the goals. 
un seling ha· rnanv different s · pc , whi .h is di' i I' I into mam ap] r a .h •s:- 
l. Person - center d 
Awa of' orkin r in uns elin 1 that put· the ·Ii 'nt nt th· inter o the n tivit t, 
and ha the b elie that the Ii ent know · b • th \V to I e th ir problem . 
2. E le tic 
An un eling the ry or practice that uses and combines beliefs, findings and 
techniqu s lected from a wide range of theoretical systems. 
P ·ychodynamic 
A general term or approaches to counsel heavil influenced b 1 the' k f 
Si •mund Freud 
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Part 1: Introduction 
4. Transactional Analysis 
Therap utic work with individuals and their relationship originating in the work 
of Eric Berne. 
5. Gestalt 
A humanistic p ychotherapy approach ba ed on the work of Fritz Perls. 
6. Psychotherapy 
P ychotherapy mean \ rkin 1 on pro lcms u ing p 1 h logi c I meth d . 
epending n the quc .ti n the appr a h u ed rnn be thr u ih un eliu ', 
w rk tor 1 wiling and mun th 'r 
techni ue all with uim I assistinu ur dccpcr sclfto hcl] ou « ichie · 
bcncfi ial change. 
Thu un clin thru ut th man different criteria, ervi 
dirnen ion th- ri an ruideline . 
A \ knov th re are many organizations, schools, educational enters and higher 
learning institutes offers . arious counseling help. In accordance to the objectives 
these rganizat: n are also involve in many programs to develop a very good 
rcluti nship t olve and help those who needs help. 
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Definition 
A counseling portal is web - based informative application. It provides very useful 
information on counselling aspects for the users especially youths in academic, career 
and relationship issues. This will be guidance to the youths to know what are the proper 
guid lines and supportive assistance the could find in solving their pr bl ms. 
I 
The user can retrieve the information n th ir i ue pro ided a i tance an wer 
required information and comm n que tion related ac rdin I t the i sue , uidanc 
of t11 profe sional coun llor and a lot m r . er can g t man' inf rmati n dire ti 1 b 
clicking the a ppr priate i ns. F rum e ·ti n "ill c I rovidc wh ire u: er an int iruct 
with the coun el r to di cu further ab ut their problems: 
Thi will be m r u cful an effc rive t th us .rs in rdcr t minimiz d their tirn ·, 
c t and thcr ' hi h ul be isil 1, handl with ut mu h r • idur s nnd x rk limit. 
Project moti ation 
nd ubtedl 'Internet has emerged as an effective communication channel in the late 
20 centu . With th introduction of browser such as Mosaic and Netscape, which 
cature graphical user interfaces, the WWW bas become readil accessible. 
ianizati n, uni ersities and chools rushed to become wired in rd rt pr vi 
inf rrnntion tc of Internet usu 'C arnon ti. er: 
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This project has been suggested to study and develop a COUNSELLING PORTAL 
ln order to assists the target users especially the university students to tackle and 
overcome their problems, based on the different criteria of the issues. These criteria, for 
example: 
• Students problems like lov abuse drug 
• Academic problems like tackling exam, being interviex ed 
• Career problem like areer depres i n .ompetin 1 \\ ith thers f, r higher 
position . 
Ba ed on the preliminary re enrch urrcnt un 'li111 p rt I i11 il bul d ic n t ha c 
suitable soluti n to help or a i t tud Ill t re 011, tru t und d ·I I till th' m xirnum 
of their capital. 
Thi pr jeer i definite! t fca ibl r imp! cm ntati n with the following rea ons: 
Internet h, b me a he p mean of publicity and disseminating information. 
N ' ada ,, an g t a s as lov hardware cost. Therefore, it is wise to develop a 
p rtal for c un ling information system for students. 
2 Inf rmation can be acquired through and solutions in different prospect could be 
. lvcd immediate! . 
·I 
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Part 1: Introduction 
Objective 
•!• Develop & provide search b displaying solution to problems. Usage of search 
algorithm towards the improvement of an accurate search. 
•:• Help in overcoming the shortage of professional counselor in our country. 
f 
·:· Giving profe ional help thr ugh the web which free and easier a e for 
everyone. 
•:• rcatc a un .elin 1 en tr nrncnt to ultra t uns ·I .cs t th' site. 
·:· Create a coun el r' ir I' that can int .m ·t \\ ith th' unscl .cs. 
·:· 1.: ur d \ of mrnum nti us. 
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Project goal 
As an alternative to the traditional face - to - fac counseling 
•:• Waste of time 
proce s making app intment and finally meeting the counselor can 
be long and unbearable. 
I 
ornetimes oun el r ee limited and n tab! l attend t the need f 
tudent ·. 
·:· Difficulti in receiving irumedint • advice 
\ hen coun clc _, 
immediate! 
un el r n ta aila le 
an 'I anl ' th' stud int 
nn't r' civ • uns ilin i 
·:· location 
ome p ople might find in difficult for students who are staying far 
f r counseling center to receive immediate help. 
·:· Infle ible time 
peratin 'hour of counseling units are alwa durin 1 om e h iurs 
ar d ovcrlappin with :nudent:) tim ·1111 ·. 
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To create a better counseling portal than the existing one in term of 
•:• user friendliness 
we do not use complex web design consistent 
•:• the portal itself 
it i a complete thr ugh and c mprehen ive et fin information 
•:• easy acce s to information 
user doc· n t h wet di) thr u ih l · au sc inf rmati n .un l · iasil ' 
apturcd. 
·:· It deals with 3 typ , of couns 'ling ut one· 
a ademi 
rcer un "lino 
r la ti ns hip un eling 
7 
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Project Expected Strengths 
The current Portal counseling give rises to certain problems. This portal is expected to 
overcome some of these problems through some of its strengths as follows: 
1) Clients or u ers can get free counseling fr m profe ional counselors. 
2) Client or users can get the coun cling ervice · or inf rmation fr m an where 
anytime a long a the have the Internet a ces t our p rtal. 
3) lient an di ti their r roblerns 1111\ nu thcms .lvc r \\ ith un ·cl ! 's. 
4) U er - friend I 1 lnterfa '"' 
The t m will hav au er- friend! 1 int -rfo e thnt will make it as 1 t u e n I 
under tand. I m: n .nt such as mrnand butt ns and menu \ ill be u d to 
help u er nav · ate thr ugh the portal. 
5 Rel ti el 1 • t Response Time 
Th s tern will be designed in such manner that its' portal are loaded in a 
reas nab le amount of ti.me. 
I 
I 
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Expected outcome 
This project should develop an interactive portal counseling system that provides 
useful and effective counseling information. The system can receive comments and 
suggestions from the user to enhance the system. The system also provides real time info 
exchange function between users with users or users with counselors. The system also 
provides a backend application for the administrator and counselors to maintain and 
control the y t m. 
Project Schedule 
Activitfo.~,:: ·.- . ,,.. · : ; .' · Mnr · Apr , . 'May ,J.une· Ju1y, ug 
' :. 2001 · 2002' I 2002 2(M)2 2002 2002 !--~~~---~~~- +----__;.,·--------~-~-- ............... "'-l-~-----1 • p 2002 
' ,J . ~ ~ ~'~ t 
• tud urrcnt 
ft war· 
• lmprov merit 
• Prepar th n ' 
m d 1 
• 
elopment 
.o tware inter ace 
• I cnchmarkin 1 
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Part 2: Literature Review 
Literature Review 
According to Cooper ( 1988) ' ... a literature review uses as its database reports of 
primary or original scholarship, and doe not report new primary scholarship .it elf Th 
primary reports used in the literature ma be verbal, but in the vast majority of cases reports 
are written document . The t pe f holar hip ma r be empiri al theoreti al 
critical/analytic, or methodological in nature. econd a literature reviex seek to de cribe 
summarize, cvaluat larif and/ r integrate th c ntcnt of primary r p rt . ' 
The re icw of relc ant literature i near! 1 ah' ys a tandard ·lw1 ter of a thesis r 
dissertation. The reviev form an irn] rtant ·hupt ·r in a th ·si · ' h ir · its purp ' is t 
pro id th ba kgr und to and ju Ii I .ation fc r th' 'S '{H .h undert IKCll. Bru ' wl: h \. 
publi h d \ idel 11 th I pl r th' lit .raturc rev I 'W, ha. id intificd . ix 'I 'Ill '11(, or a 
lit rature re iew. Th' c element 
a re iar h fo ilitator; and, re Ort. 
m rise n Ii st; a car h; n surv ; a hi le ~ r 1 arning: 
A ru ial 1 m nt all r ear h degree is the review of relevant literature. So 
imp rtant i this hapt r that it omission represents a void or absence of a major element in 
re ar h Ac rding to Bourner (1996) there are good reasons for spending time and effort 
n a r .viev f the literature b fore embarking on a research project. 
It 
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Part 2: Literature Review 
These reasons include: 
• To identify gaps in the literature 
• To avoid reinventing the wheel that can prevent from making the same 
mistakes as others 
• To identify other people working in the same fields 
• To increase breadth of nowl dge of the pr jeer ubje t area 
• To identif oppo mg view 
• To id ntif information and idea that ma 1 be rclc ant t the pr ject 
• T identif method that uld b r ·l ivnnt to th· I rojc t 
As far a - the litcratur re t '\ . ultimate! 1 th' ' al ~ r stud ·111 is to 
complete their review in th~ all ated time an i t cnsur · th' 1 an mnintain ur 
their field f tudv for the duration of their research P 'f. 
To achic the ab e objectivc, .veral stcps urc udapted tk .7.Th 
1. B rganiz round and related directly to the thesis that is going to be 
thesize results into summary of what is and is not know 
3. ldentif areas of controversy in the literature 
4. Formulate questions areas that need further research 
5. Produce a report base on all the findings 
11 
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ln general, this project literature review will be focused on topics that are relevant to the 
project objectives. The review will cover topics below: 
1. Software development model for multimedia software 
2. Analysi of existing relevant ofrware 
3. interactive multimedia software as a medium for education 
4. evelopment to ls for multimedia oftwar 
Techniques on onducting Literature Review 
Information i e ntial t d a )0 l r .s 'Br h r nnul . i ·. I· >r this t, s .rn 1 
technique have be n taken to seek infc rmati 11. 'l h .sc t • hniqucs ar · n. c II \ s: 
• R fer to rcfcrcn .c books from th' library 
A lot f ref ren "' n onference, workshop, journal and symposium can be 
fl un fr m th library. References book on methodology and system design also 
can b ~ und from the library. 
• earch information from the Internet 
Internet i the main source of information. Relevant information on portal 
application, licnt- .crver and pro zrummin 1 tools ure anal 1z ·d 
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Part 2: Literature Review 
• Do analysis on the past year thesis 
Several past years thesis documentation have been studied in order to identify 
any potential mistakes and gain some skills on software development. 
• Refer to newspapers and magazines 
Reference on the latest newspaper and magazines such as In Tech (The Star 
omputime (New trait Time and P Magazine i ne of the technique t 
gain the latest te hnol g' for thi s pr je t. 
• Hav discussion with fri .nds and lcctur .rs 
ca h sc ti n m .ctin .on u t ' ith 1111 
supervi r and thcr I turers. It is u iful for tncs: and o 't as 
remind r when arricd ut the 1 tern cl 'v ·I 1 m ·111 pre .s . 
• onducting interview and survey 
Interview an surve have been conduct with administrator and students to find 
out the la k o the current system and potential improvement on it. Un
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Programming Tools 
There are so many development tools that can be used to develop good multimedia 
software. This chapter will cover on what and why are the tools are chosen for the 
development of this project. The tool that are going to be u ed are a follow : · 
1) PHP 
PHP i a widel -LI ed g neral-purp e ripting Inn 1L1a e that is espe iall uitc i fi r Web 
development and Before installing fir t ou need to knov what do u "ant t use Pl IP 
for. There are three main fields u an us' Pl IP. us des ·rib ·din th· Whut .un Pl IP do' 
section: 
• erver- .idc riptin 
• Command line ri tine 
• Client-sid l appli ati n · 
-or th fir t and m t mm n form ou need three things: PHP itself, a web server and a 
' eb br w er. Y u pr babl 1 alread have a web browser, and depending on your operating 
1 tern setup, ou ma also have a web server (eg. Apache on Linux or IlS on Windows). 
Y u ma als rent webspace at a company. This way, you don't need to set up anything on 
our wn, nl 1 write our PHP scripts, upload it to the server you rent, and see the re ult 
in ou brow er. You can find a list of ho ting companies at http://hosts. r hp.ne . 
14 
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Part 2: Literature Review 
While setting up the server and PHP on your own, you have two choices for the method of 
connecting PHP to the server. For many servers PHP has a direct module interface (also 
called SAP!). These servers include Apache, Microsoft Internet Information Server, 
Netscape and iPlanet servers. Many other servers have support for lSAPI the Microsoft 
module interface (OmniHTTPd fore 'ample). lf PHP ha no module support for your web 
server, you can always use it as a CGT processor. This means you set up our server to u e 
the command line executable of PHP (php.exe on Wind w to pr ce all PHP file requ st 
on the erver. 
If you are also intere ted t. use PHP C r c rnmand line ripting i. ' it s -ril t 
autogenerating ome image ~ r u offline, or pro c · in t 'XI file dcpendin 1 on s m · 
argument you pa to them) ou uh a ,. n .cd th· c mrnnnd lin · .xc .utubl 
With PHP you can al write lient idc l appli nti n usin the I I IP- TK .xt ns. n. 
Thi i a rnplctel 1 different ippr a h thun v ritin 1" • pug .. n ou d not urput an 
HTML, but manage wind v. and 
What distinguishes PHP from something like client-side JavaScript is that the code is 
execut d on the s rver. If /ou were to have a script similar to the above on your server, the 
client w uld r cei th results of running that script, with no way of determining what the 
under] ing code ma , e. You can even configure your web server to process all your 
In ML files with PH.P, and then there's really no way that users can tell what ou have up 
our sleeve. 
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Advantages of PHP 
PHP is clearly on the one true language, but some people needs facts; following are facts 
the clearly show php is scripting language for today websites. Based on experience, PHP is 
easier to teach than other mixtures, like visual basic and ns 
The best things in using PHP are that it is extreme! simple for a newcomer, but offers 
many advanced feature for a prof es ional programmer. on't be afraid reading the long Ii t 
of PHP's features. You can jump in in a h rt time and tart writing simple scripts in a Icw 
hours. 
Interpret versus om pile 
PHP has a near- perfe t blend f mpilation and intcrpr itnti n. It nc ks nb ut a mu h 
as a good compiler v ill h k abd till 1i\ 
Parts versus Proeramminc 
You an , cmbl appli ti n out f included files, functuions, objects, and all sorts of 
c de rap , but non o them replace writing your own code. Lots of free PHP objects and 
applications are available for download, and many contain deadly coding traps that make 
them dif icult to maintain and unsuitable for a business site. 
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Regular Expression Functions 
PHP supports two types of regular expressions, PO SIX and Perl compatible. Perl 
programmers will be more comfortable with the Perl - compatible regular expression 
functions include preg_match(), preg_match_all() and others. 
PHP and Apache 
Which web serv r hould you u e? Apach or Apache? I have t admit to a bias toward 
Apache. It is so eas to in tall, s ea to u e, and o reliable that l re mmend Apache 
first and then discus the peratin 1 st m to support it. In the likcl 1 cnt : ou ar · stu k 
ft 11 , r au 1 th ·r W _, sc er that i, n t Apa he. 
you are probably tu k with a v h It; W ·b- .it le ·le 1 m ·nt .nvir nun ·11t that d 'S 1101 
include PHP. Apa he i p .rfc 't for l I ll an I .rfc ·t for ur w .b ·it·. 
2) Apache 
Apa he nm n all th ervers. If u do not know which operating system to use, choose 
Apaches that ou are free to change as you wish. Installing Apache on Windows is 
r .liab] . and eas 1. PHP installs everywhere Apache installs. The PHP installation details 
very a ro. s platf rms, but the parts i11 Apache relating to PHP are the same. 
17 
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1. The Apache httpd server 
o is a powerful, flexible, HTTP/1.1 compliant web server 
o implements the latest protocols, including HTTP/1.1 (RFC2616) 
o is highly configurable and extensible with third-party modules 
o can be customised by writing 'modul s' using the Apache module API 
o provides full source code and comes with an unrestrictive license 
o run on Window NT/9x, Netv are -.x and above 
of Unix a well a several other opera tin 1 terns 
o is active! 1 b ing de eloped 
o encoura ic u er fccdba k throu ih n 'W idea , bu ' r 'I rt· and 1 ntch · 
o imp! rnent man fr qu nul re iucstc i feature in ludin 1: 
DBM databas s for auth nticariou 
Allow ut ea ii ct up password- rotccted pngcs \· ith cn rm us number of 
authorized u ers, with ut b ) rinn d ' i thc crv r. 
usromiz d r pon to rrors and problems 
Allov ou to set up files, or even CGI scripts, which are returned by the server in 
rs and problems, e.g. setup a script to intercept 500 Server Errors and 
per orm on-the-fl diagnostics for both users and yourself. 
18 
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Multiple Directorylndex directives 
Allows you to say Directorylndex index.html index.cgi, which instructs the server 
to either send back index.html or run index.cgi when a directory URL is requested, 
whichever it finds in the directory. 
Unlimited flexible URL rewriting and aliasing 
Apache has no fixed limit on the number of Alia e and Redirect ' hi h ma b 
declared in the config files. In additi n a powerful rewriting engine an e u ed t solve 
most URL manipulation problems. 
Content negotiation 
i.e. the ability to autornaticall 1 s .rve Ii .nts f \ ar in 1 • J hi ti ati n nnd l IT~ 
level compliance with d urnents whi h offer th b .st r .pr ·s .ntution informuti in thnt 
th client i apabl f, .ptin i. 
Virtual Hosts 
A mu h r que ted feature sometimes known as multi-homed servers. This allows 
th erver t distinguish b tween requests made to different IP addresses or names (mapped 
t the arne machine . Apache also offers dynamically configurable mass-virtual hosting. 
'onfigurablc Reliable Piped Log 
You can c nfi iure Apache to cncratc lo sin th· formnt thnt. nu wnnt 11111Iht1t11. 
on most nix architectures, Apache can : end I) Iii·. tc) n Pit • 1111 wrng lh1 Inµ, 1 l! uu n. 
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hit filtering, real-time splitting of multiple vhosts into separate logs, and asynchronous DNS 
resolving on the fly. 
3) MySQL 
Just what is SQL and MySQL? 
SQL (some people call it "es ue ell" others in i t that it should be pr nounce a 
" equel") stands fl r tru turcd ucr Langua ic. 
for querying database . 
i. nn intern Iii nal stundard Inn run ic 
MySQL i at its root, an QL s trv r, i.c. a pr arum \ hi .h uc cpt re uc ts' ritt in i11 
and deliver back ome 'l ~ an' er mu 1 b · dutu, th· numl .r )f'r· · 
affected b the quc or it mu r. im] I 1 be nn "ok, did that". 
f course u mu th vc ome we y f ornmunicating with MySQL. This may be done 
either thr ugh a Ii nt r th.rough our favorite programming language. 
What's so treat about 1ySQL? 
M L is ·1 great databa e system for handling very large data sets. Man users report 
havinu table that c ntain several hundred thousand, or million, records. Hearin, f 
databases f several 11ab tcs arc not uncommon on th· muilinu list. 
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MySQL outperforms many other available systems in querying on large tables. MySQL is 
also very stable and performs well, even when several hundred people are accessing the 
same data concurrently. This is one of the reasons MySQL is very popular for web 
applications. MySQL also scales very well, and runs on anything from small pc's to huge, 
multi-processor systems. 
All that aside, this author thinks that the greatest feature of My QL is the ability to c nnect 
to the same MySQL server, no matter what operating system and what programming 
language or client program you use. Bes id a wh le bunch of UNlX-type tern ou an 
run the My L erver on I and Windows e-- the ·u1 ported 
manual). 
I c s Lion f the; 
Among the man pr gram ming Jan iua ie ou an user r interfn in to the c er urc 
C++, Java, PHP Perl T and P rth n che k ut th· Ientur · s · ti 11 of th· manual f r 
more informati n). 
Advantages of My QL 
M L doesn't support transactions. If you don't know what transactions are, 
chance are you'll n er need them. Transactions are most widely used in systems where 
complex updates of man ' tables concurrently is important and you must be absolutely sure 
that all things either go right or don't happen at all. That's why bankings stem are heavil , 
dependent on transacti ns. The re u or os, however, an u uall Ii ·' ith lit' .m. 
- l 
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MySQL doesn't support relational integrity constraints. To most of us, relational 
integrity is mostly a convenience that prevent programmers and users from introducing 
inconsistencies, such as creating orphan records. Usage of relational integrity constraints is 
often a hazard (personally, I've seen too many things go wrong with a DELETE 
CASCADE), so the lack of this feature shouldn't upset you terribly, either. For a good 
explanation of relational integrity (and how to live without it), have a look at the manual 
entry on foreign keys. 
MySQL does not support sub-selects, which y u u e f r complex querie . Thi is being 
worked on for one or the upcornrnin 1 rel ea es 
The are other thing mi ing from M , mo t notabl : tri 1 •crs, 1 ., • st r .d 
procedures) but mot arc up-and- ornin 1 features.I lu' a lo k at the Fun 'ti nalit 1111 sin l 
from MySQL entry in th manual for furth ·r ietails. 
Among th man ad aruag f this apt roe h i , that the client and the erver may 
be de lop d indep nd ntl f ea h other and that the server is already configured to 
handle c ncurrcnt a e s from man different users at once. Something which cannot be 
said f man 1 office applications today, which are mostly oriented toward the single user. Un
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4) Adobe Photoshop 6.0 
Adobe Photoshop is one of the industry standards for desktop image editing and 
graphic manipulation. It provides functions such scanning images, make original art, or 
composite images as well as performing color correction, retouching and other image 
manipulations (Ref. 14 ). Adobe Photoshop 6. 0 software introduces the next generation of 
image editing with powerful new feature that offer om thing for every u er. D livering 
the broadest and most productive toolset available, Photo hop help ou explore our 
creativity, work at peak efficiency, and achieve the highe t qualit 1 re ult acros all media 
It uses an output sharp t pe cd ics \ ith user ima it; to rodu high- [uali: result . 1t is 
faster with user-interface nhancemcnt that help ou to 1t;I to ' rk 1ui kl' and make it 
easy to take full advanta ic f the m] r ih msi ' to I .' ·t. 
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System Analysis 
There is need to do system analysis before designing the functional system. It is an 
important phase in the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). System analysis is an 
attempt to understand the problems and limitations of the existing system. The overall 
emphasis of the analysis is to gather information of the current system, requirements 
problems and solutions for the system being developed. The main purposes of the 
.' 
analysis phase are: 
• To urvey availabl tern t ram omc e .tra under landing for the tern 
being developed. 
• To interview with unsclor re zardinn the .stcm requir .mcnts t 111' ·t th ioal 
of counseling. 
• To a quire kn \ ledge n h \\ d 'Sc uns .linu « rks . 
• T gain an OV irall under .tan iinu c r th. s -st .m n )W nu I yst '111 pro c s . 
• To gain a1 pr priat c data an requirements . 
• T find ut th tr noth an wcakne of the sy tern developed . 
• T identify th ofrv r and hardware to develop the system . 
. ·I 
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Strength and weakness on existing system 
Strength Weakness 
• Good control and maintenance 
for information - the 
administrator can view, update 
and delete the information in the 
system's database. So the data 
under controlled and eas for 
maintenance .. 
• 
principle - th 1 t .m provide n 
arch engine t eek relevant 
informati n in tnntly. 
• E-mail notification - provides 
- mail notification functions. 
• Pr ides report - pro ides simple 
and customs made forms to print 
rep rts from the portal. · 
• 'c:curit - pr vidc Login 
• No real time info exchange 
functional - sometimes, user 
needs extra information and the 
information that the s stem 
provide is not enough. o a real 
time function like chat room and 
Ii rum is needed s th t the u ers 
an di us and ex hnng idea 
with ca hand th r . 
• 
oun .lors - th' ixisun 
docs n t pr vid nn method. f r 
us r t interact with the 
counselors directly. 
• Concentrate only in one topic 
counseling like career counseling. 
• It not deals with 3 types of 
counseling at once. 
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module to prevent either 
unauthorized users to access the 
system. 
Advantages and Disadvantages of computer counseling to us by John Suler 
Advantages 
• Task Performance - omputer 
perform well when given task 
compared to human . The do it 
accurate! 
anything. 
wi thout mis. Ill' 
• Per onality- it personalit ould 
of design t 
thcrap . 
urn th' mod 
• ' e do not 
need a professional counselor. It is 
just one de elopment and 
installment in the server to host 
Maintenance is al ·o cheaper. 
• Accessibilit If it is hosted 1r1 
Disadvantages 
• Feeling c inputer d not hav 
feelings like human therefor 
the can ·1 c nduct all therapi t . 
• Thinkinc nnd I urning - Limited 
to change. They do not learn as 
well as human. 
• Empathy - Computers can have 
empathy but as well as human. 
'')!\I I ')pk • 
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the Internet, then it can· be 
accessible at anywhere and 
anytime. 
uncomfortable talking to a 
computerized therapist. 
This chapter will be divided into three major topics, which include: 
1) System methodology 
2) Requirement analysis 
2. 1) unctional requirements 
2.-) Non Functional requirements 
3) ystern requirement 
.I) oftwarc requirements 
.- l lardx are r .quir nncnts 
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System methodology 
Many large organizations have 2 to 5 years application backlog, which is, 
applications needed to be developed but have yet reached the end - user [Simon 
Holloway, 1989]. Baldock [R. Baldock, 1984] summarized that the rate at which "Software 
can be produced has not kept pace with market needs, hence resulting in an increase in 
the application backlog. 
·' 
As such, an effective framework of carrying out development task needs to be in 
place. Methodology is the practice of methods and procedures ind velopin "1 a .stern 
[Object Agency, Inc., 1992 - 1993]. In this chapter, I will di cus the benefits of havin a 
good methodology and propose u method lo l 1 for thi · proje t. 
Why methodology'! 
ver the ear , man 1 ) tern d ev I pm ent nr·tho lo iic: hn e e Iv d. A syst m 
development meth d 1 1 do n t ju t pr idea ct of modeling techniques, it also 
define the tag fa t m dev I pment project, specifies the task to be carried in and 
out and the input expe t d from each stage, provides guidelines for project management 
and control and is backed b a philosophy on its approach towards system development 
arbara Robinson and Mary Prior, 1995]. 
A good method logy for the effective way of doing things is best defined before the 
project starts and bee mes he framework to development staff Below de cribe · a 
numerous of bcne us o: ercd by a ood mcthodolo fSimo11 I lolk» 11 • \< ~1 I 
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• Provides a standard framework that the developer does not have to reinvent the 
wheel for each project. 
• Each method or tool in the methodology results in the successful completion of 
each development task. 
• Reviews procedures are available to identify any errors, inconsistencies and 
discrepancies during development. 
• Increase the system quality by forcing the developer to procedure flexible systems 
·' 
and adequate documentation. 
• Provides better understanding of u er need and validation of user need . 
• Provides the management with tool to review projc t pr gres and hcckli t to 
access tasks and d liverablc ·. 
• Improves communication among mana icmcnt anal . t pr irammcr u er and 
other takeholder b pro iding a mmuni .ution las'. 
• Fa ilitatcs planning and ntrollinu th' pr jc t. 
A good mcth d lo 1 ha th hara tcri ti a b zlow [ irnon Holloway, 1989): 
• Eas ' to u e or erase anal) st and programmers 
• Covers all phases of s stem development 
• Rel vant to the type of application being developed (Transaction Processing 
stem, Management Information System or others) 
• Well qualit d curnentation is available . 
• ood ender upp rt in term· of trainin and onsultun y . 
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Methodologies Review 
Software development has been accepted as an engineering discipline because the 
process of software development is like other engineering processes. Hence, model of 
software development process was derived from other engineering discipline. This was 
well received by the industry as it offered a means of making the development pr?cess 
more visible and manageable. The Software Engineering Life Cycle (SDLC) has been 
chosen as the system process model. Figure 3.4 shows the Software Engineering Life 
Cycle (SDLC) this project. 
oftware 
10. ft ware 
1 . · .stcm le ·1 7. cli er 
Requirements planning produ iion 
dcplo -ment 
2. Preliminary 1_.l11te ira ti 11 .1111 igrutior, . Mnint ·rnrn 
design te t planning testing nnd 
r-nhnn l'ml"1 
3.Detailed 
de ian 
4. nit te t 
pl nning 
5.Unit 
testing 
4.Coding 
oftware Engineering Life Cycle 
' 
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1. Software requirements: includes analyzing the software problem at hand and 
concludes with a complete specification of the desired external behavior of the 
software of the software system to built; also called functional description. 
2. Preliminary design: decomposes the software system into its actual, 
constituent (architectural) components and then iteratively decomposes those 
components into smaller and smaller subcomponents until the subcomponents 
.• 
located at the leaves of the resulting design tree are mall enough o that we 
would expect a per on to able t 'get hi or her arms ar und it" casil . In 
practice that generally means something that will eventuall map int 
fifty t two hundred lines or od . ·a h f thc . modul .s is d umcntcd in 
terms of its input utput , and fun ti ns; al .o ailed I c iii at ion hi ih - 
I vel de ign ar hitcctural de i in, an I fun tionul dcsi in th ·r . 
Detailed design: the phas where nl iorithms ar def in , and do umcnt f r 
ea h m dul in th' de isrn tree that will be realized as code. It involves 
drafun ut data fl \ diagram that resembles that functionality of the system 
and it ub tern. 
4. M am hile, coding phase involved in transforming the algorithms defines 
during the previous phases into a computer understandable language. The 
program will be coded using selected programming Jan uage and applicati n 
d1.:vt:lopmi;:nt tools following the dcsi 111 spc iii urion, 
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5. The next phase is the unit - testing phase. The purpose of unit testing is to 
ensure that each module behave accordingly to its specification during 
program designed phase. It checks each coded module for the presence of bug. 
6. Integration testing: interconnect sets of previously tested modules to·ensure 
that the sets behave as well as they did as independently tested modules. 
Ideally each integrated set of modules should corr sp nd to a component in 
,t 
the design tree defined during preliminary design. Thu , integrati n te ting 's 
purpose is to en ure that each a - built comp ncnt bcha c ec rdin 1 t its 
specification defined during prelimina de ign: al called trin 1 tc ting and 
computer software components testing. 
7. System testing is u d t cnure s st 'mt cnsur that th· y tern 
behave according t the Itware requirem int spc iii ntion. 
8. Delivery production, and development: After final system testing, the 
ftv ar and it urr unding hardware become operational. 
9. Maintenance and enhancement: The maintenance (continued detection and 
repair of bugs after development) and enhancement (addition of new 
capabilities pr ces es are actually a full development life cycle. The rea on 
why it is a full - life cycle i simple: If a coding chan ze is made. then the 
t0dingandthrecsub:;1;qu1.:ntlcstin !-ila cs must l ·p·1fh1mcd 11'11 l··1p.11 
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change is made, then the design, coding, and three testing stages must be 
performed. If a requirement change has occurred, then all the stages must be 
performed. 
10. Software system test planning assesses how the software system will be 
tested for conformity to the software requirements. It includes the 
development and documentation of test plans and procedures and might 
include the full - scaled v lopment of a test environment tote t th actual 
system under test. The arr win figure p inting from thi tage back t th 
requirements stage repre ents the path taken in the event that a lack f 
v rifiabilitv i detected. 
11. Integration test planning: icneratc and do umcnts plans pro cdurc 
affect an order! s tern int oration. Thi mi 1ht in .lu c d 'V lo· ing 
specif ati n C n "min 1th rd 'r of' int' iruti n, IC, t data t be U d tote t 
ets of mponent and f dba k t project management concerning relative 
pri ritic t apply urine d tailed design, coding, and unit testing in order to 
optimiz. the integration testing activity. This activity might also spawn a 
soft war d velopment effort of its own to create scaffolding software, that is, 
f1v .. ar used to temporarily join two components during integration testing 
that w uld be removed before final system test. 
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12. Unit test planning: generates and documents plan and procedures to test each 
module independently and thoroughly. 
Requirement analysis 
A requirement is a feature of the system or a de cription of something that tern must to 
do in order to achieve the objectives of the system. Basicall system requirements fall 
.' 
into two major categorie : 
• Functional requirements 
• Non functional requir nncuts 
Functional requirements 
The fun tional requirements , n ate oriz .d into c tion , i.c. them in section 
module , th authoriz du er tion and the administrator section modules. A brief 
xplanation f the rn du! ntained below. 
Main section 
o uthcntication and authorization modules 
This in dule pr tects the system from unauthorized users. Authorized users will 
be provided \ ith a user identification and password to a .c 'SS the s stem datalia:; · 
·I 
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o Search information module 
Users will use search engines to prompt the system to provide the information that 
they require. 
o Links module 
This module enables users to surf in any website that are listed. 
o Sources module 
This module enables users to refer any websit that are related to this portal. 
o Quotable quotes 
This module provides an rand m quote . 
o Forum highlights module 
This module enables user to uivc th iir .ommcnt t th· top] that hav .bc in 
discuss d. 
o News and activities modul 
Thi m dule pr vides any n w a ti ities that relat d t this l rtul. 
o Pcrpl x d module 
Thi m dulc pr vide an, h t topi r pr t lem that related to this portal. 
o Top 10 Job, modul 
Thi m du! en ble u ers to know the top job from time to time. 
o tudy tips of the day 
This m dul provides good tips for the students to be successful. 
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Authorized users section 
o Academic counseling module 
o Career counseling module 
o Relationship counseling module 
o Chat module 
o Forum module 
o Quiz module 
o Change password module 
This module aJlows u er t change pa \ ord for c urit pur scr has to 
key in old pa sword to en ure that a valid u er i ma kine han es. l f Id pa 'S\ ord 
is key in wren ii 1 th s stern will at irt th pass' ord .hun 1 • •• 
Administrator section 
Thi ction nl 1 all w u er with 'manac nu •n1· status to nc ' .• it, there arc 1 c 
module that will b tat d a b I w. 
o Appr ov u er registration module 
This module nables administrator to approve users' registration. 
o Record maintenance 
Them dule enables adminjstrator to maintain the records of users and counsellor 
by providing edit and delete options. 
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Non - functional requirements 
Non - functional requirements are essential definition of system properties and constraint 
under which a system must operate. Although the non - functional requirements are 
subjective, they are as important as the functional requirements. 
•!• Reliability 
It is reliability if the application system, software and hardware do not cause 
unnecessary failure or downtime when they are used in a r asonable manner. 
•!• User - friendly 
The appli ation y tcm require ha Ill, user- friend! I intcrfa . G r in c or 
usage. Graphical User lntcrfa c ( i) approa h should 1p1 I for bctt ·r isual 
effect to. u er. Effective error handlinu and vuli lat ion will also help th us 'rt 
navigate to th .stem ' ith more should b di, 1 la 
the user indi at' what is o in i wrouu ruth r thun for th· us r to zucs what i. 
hap] rung. 
·:· Usability 
Th applications rstern shall be easy to use. There should no be complex and 
urine c ary tep t perf orm. They shall enhance and support rather than limit or 
restrict business processes. 
• 7 
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•:• Respond time 
The respond time should be within a reasonable interval time in retrieving any 
data or information. Good application systems should have a shorter respond 
time. 
•:• Maintainability and Expandability 
. The architecture and design should be able to maintain and can be extended if 
·' 
necessary amendment is required in the future. 
•:• Security 
The portal shall be able to prevent unauthorized u er ac ss to the .st m. 
•:• Manageability 
The portal hardware and oft war hall be .apablc of being managed and n to 
operate. 
·:· Robustness 
The portal sha.11 be able to handle or at least avoid disaster in the face of 
un .p ct d data. 
. x 
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Hardware and Software Requirements 
For development purpose 
The hardware requirements are as follows: 
•!• At least Pentium 
•!• At least 64MB of RAM 
•:• A hard disk for at least 1 GB of storage 
•:• Other standard computer peripherals 
The software requirements are us follows: 
•!• Microsoft Windows 2000/ XP 
•!• MySQL databa c saver 
•!• Apache Web rver 
•!• PHP Triad 2-1-1 
•:• Macr media rcarnv "aver M.X 
·:· Adob Photo h p 
•:• Flash 
·:· M Ace s 
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For Running Purpose 
The hardware requirements are as follows: 
•!• At least Pentium 
•:• At least 64MB of RAM 
•:• A hard disk for at least 1 GB of storage 
•!• Other standard computer peripherals 
The software requirements are as follows 
•!• Windows 98 and above 
•:• Microsoft Internet xplorer 
.10 
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System design 
System design is a process where all the user requirements will be transformed 
into a real world application, which will be develop conceptually or logically. The 
purpose of system design is to select and plan system that meets the requirements needed 
to develop that system derived. System design is a very important stage to develop a 
system. A system design specification is needed to do system design. The design 
specification describes components or elements of a system and their appearance to the ~ 
user. There are three stages in the system design process, they are architecture design, 
database design and user interface design. 
·11 
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Overview of System Architecture 
Database 
Server 
User 
Desktop 
Administrator 
e ktop 
er 
e ktop 
Overview of ouns ·Hing Portal r .hitc .turc 
4.2 Architecture Design 
Archite turc de i n 1 imp rtant t identify the subsystems that make up the system and 
their relationships. Each subsystem has its own function but it may relate to other 
sub ystems to form a larger system. 
The; counseling p rtal will be made up of three sections, which are the Main Section, the 
Authorized ser Section and the Administrator Section. ach section will c nsist of 
several .ubsystcrns that arc built up smaller compon .nts or modul .s. 
·I. 
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- 
Counseling Portal 
l 11r l 
Main Section Authorized Section Administrator Section 
Figure 4.2 Structure Chart for Counselling Portal 
4.3 Database Design 
This involve identif in the bu ine , cutitic ·,th .ir uttri ut .s an I their 
relationships. ther business rules alidation rules, tri 1 icrs nn also be added. clow is 
description of the database design for ounsclinu portal s st ·m. 
I. P rplcxed 
Column Name Description 
id News ID 
message New message 
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2. Issue 
Column Name Description 
id New ID 
message Relationship issue 
3. Relationship Horoscope table 
Column Name Description 
I 
message Relationship horo cope 
4. Quizzes Table 
olumn Name 
Quizzes 
5. oodies table 
olumn Nam Description 
tip 1 Tip about relationship 
tip - Tips about relationship 
6. Forum Table 
Column ame Description 
bulletin id Bulletin ID 
date Date 
·- 
·l·I 
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time Time 
sender Sender's name 
sender email Sender's e - mail address 
message Message 
7. Chat Table 
Column Name Description ,• 
id 10 
message Me sage 
4.4.2 Entity - Relationship Dia tram 
An entity - relation hip diagram '~R ragrum is u ·I t model the lo iical 
aspect of the system. It was introduced b Peter hen in I 7 I Krocnk , I 8 \. 1 he I:. - 
R Diagram shows all the entitle and relationship amon i th .m. An entity i mcthin 
that can be identified in the u er work nvir nrnent, ornething that the users want to 
track [Kroenke 8] an entity has the following characteristic [Don Yeates, Maura 
Shield and Da id H lm 1994]: 
»: It is interest to the organization. 
r: There is more than once instance of it. 
' ,. ach in tance is uniquely identifiable. 
r There is data t be held about it. 
·I 
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Each entity has attributes. An attribute is a data items belonging to the entity 
[Data Yeates, Maura Shields and David Helmy, 1994]. An identifier is an attribute that 
uniquely identifies one instances of the entity from others. An association between two 
entities is called the relationship between the two entities. A relationship can be one of 
three types, namely one-to-one ( 1: 1 ), one-to-many (1 :M), many-to-many (M: N) [Kendall 
& Kendall, 1999]. A relationship may also have attributes. 
,< 
Evaluation User Administrator 
Function 
Figure 4.3: E - R Diagram for AskAkak.com 
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4.4 Process Design 
There are several design methodologies for the process design. Counseling portal 
(relationship) is design based on data flow design method or structured design. Data flow 
oriented - design in earlier design concepts the stressed on modularity, top - down design 
and structured programming. 
4.4.1 Structure Chart 
The structure charts for the counseling portal are a shown in cction 4.2. 
4.4.2 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram is a mean of repre cntinc a .st cm at :.11\ I v ·I rd 'tlil ' ith u 
graphic network of s mbol hov in data n \\ lats pro 'SS. , and data . ur c I 
destination . Th g al f data fl w diagramming i t have a commonly und rstood 
model of the ystern. Th diagrams are the basis of structured systems analysis. Data flow 
diagrams are supported by other techniques of structured systems analysis such as data 
structure diagrams, data dictionaries and procedure-representing techniques such as 
deci ion tables, decision trees and structured English. 
The purp c f data flow diagrams is to provide a semantic bridge between u er and 
system developers. The diagrams an: raphical, .liminatim; thousuuds or wur 1,: 10~11 .nl 
·17 
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representations, modeling WHAT a system does, rather than physical models showing 
HOW it does it; hierarchical, showing systems at any level of detail; and jargonless, 
allowing user understanding and reviewing. 
Data Flowing Diagrams are composed of the four basic symbols shown below: · 
D External Entity 
Data Flow 
I I l nta tore 
D Process 
The xternal ntity ymb l represent ur c of data to the system or de ti nations of 
data from the ystern. The ata Flow s rnbol represents movement of data. The Data 
Store symbol represents data that is not moving. The Process symbol represents an 
activity that transforms or manipulates the data (combines, reorders, converts, etc). 
<Or the c unseling portal, the different type of users divides the module. There are global 
modules, which are accessible to all users, authorized users modules, and administrator 
11 odulcs. 
·18 
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The following figures illustrate the DFD for the modules in the counseling portal: 
succeed 1.2(a) 
User Display 
1.1 relevant page 
Verify user i 
ID and 
password 
1.2(b) 
D1 loginacc Prompt error 
r~1i1 mcssa ic 
Figure 4.4 : DFD for authentication and Authorization Modul • 
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User 
2.1 
Request for 
forgot 
password page 
2.2 
Display forgot 
password page 
DI loginacc 
2.4(a) 
Prompt error 
message 
Incorrect 
2.3 
Enter usemame 
2.4(b) 
pdatc 
information 
.nrn~r.t 
2.4 
hecking 
Figure 4.5: DFD for Forgot password Module 
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User 
Request for 
registeration 
page 
3.1 
Administrator 
Dl loginacc 
3.5 
Provide user ID 
and password 
/ 
Figure 4.6: DFD for User Registration Module 
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Log - in successful 
4.1 
Request user 
approval page 
4.2 
Display non - 
approved 
registered users 
4.3 
Approval of 
registration 
Approved 
Not appro ed 
Administrator 
DI loginacc 
D2 user 
provide user ID 
and password 
Update user 
information 
4.6 
4.4 a) 
4.4(b 
ispla . tutus lL 
'not approved' 
4.5 
Displa statu 
as 'appr ved ' 
Figure 4.7: DFD for Approve User Registration Module 
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User 
Log - in successful 
5. 
System displays 
result 
5.1 
System displays 
user page 
5.2 
Request for search 
engine 
, stem displa 1s 
search engine pa re 
.4 
nter keyword 
5.5 
System process request 
Figure 4.8: DFD for Search Engine Module 
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User Interface Design Tips and Techniques 
1. Consistency 
The most important thing is to make sure that the software user 
interface works consistently. If user can double-click on items in one list and 
have something happen then he should be able to double-click on items in any 
other list and have the same sort of thing happen. Buttons should be placed 
consistently on all the windows. Labels and messages should u e the same 
wording and use a consi tent color scheme throughout the oflwarc, 
Consistency allows users to build an accurate mental model of the ' ay that it 
works, and accurate mental models lead to lower trainin • and supp rt costs. 
2. et standard and ti k tor/pm 
· The on! wa to en ure consi ten 1 within th· softwar · applicarion i 
to set design standards an i then sti k to th m. The best approach i to adopt 
an indu try tandard and then fill nny mi sing guidelines that are specific to 
your needs. Industry tandards, such as the ones set by IBM and Microsoft, 
will often define 95%-99% of what you need. By adopting industry standards 
you not only take advantage of the work of others you also increase the 
chance that your application will look and feel like other applications that 
your users purchase or have built. User interface design standards should be 
ct during the efine Infrastructure Stage. 
·I 
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3. Explain the rules 
Users need to know how to work with the application that is built for 
them. When an application works consistently it means the rules will need to 
be explain only once. This is a lot easier than explaining in detail exactly how 
to use each and every feature in an application step by step. 
4. Support both novices and experts 
This is to make sure that casual users can understand how the 
application works and does not boredom the expert users. 
5. Navigation b rw in s ·r n» is i1111ort111r 
When the flow b tween screen matches th· fl w or the work that the 
user is trying to accompli h then /our application will make cnsc t our 
users .. interface-flow diagrams an be u ed iurin 1 th' Mo cl ta re t m dcl 
the flow between screen . 
6. Na, igarion 11 ithin as r 11 is important 
In We tern societies people read left to right and top to bottom. 
Because people are used to this should you design screens that are also 
organiz d left to right and top to bottom. You want to organize navigation 
between widgets on our screen in a manner that users will find familiar to 
them and related to the software application. 
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7. Word messages and labels appropriately 
The text that will be displayed on the screens is a primary source of 
information for users. Using full words and sentences, as opposed to 
abbreviations and codes makes text easier to understand. Messages should be 
worded positively, imply that the user is in control, and provide insight into 
how to use the application properly. Furthermore. messages should be worded 
consistently and displayed in a consistent place on the screen. 
' 
8. Understand the software wid ts 
Software developer hould u e the ri iht wid ct for the ri ilu ta k, 
helping to increase the consistcncv in th· softwan; application and probabt 
making it easier to build th application in th fir t pince. The onl wn 1 to 
learn how to use widgets proper! 1 i to read and understand the u "r intcrfu • 
standa.rds and guideline, that ar available 
9. Look at th r ppli tions wit}: grain of salt 
1t is alwa a good idea to look at the work of others to get ideas, until 
you know how to distinguish between good user-interface design and bad 
user-interface design. Too many developers make the mistake of imitating the 
user interface of another application that was poorly designed. 
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I 0. Use color appropriately 
Color should be used sparingly in the software applications, and to use it a 
secondary indicator must also be used. The problem is that some of the users 
may be colorblind - if color is used to highlight something on a screen then it 
will need something else to make it stand out so that people will notice.it, such 
as display a symbol beside it. Colors combination must also be consistent in 
the application so that it will have a common look and feel throughout the 
·' 
application. Also, color generally does not port well between platforms - what 
looks good on one system may look poor on another system. 
11. Follow the contrast rule 
The best way to make sure that screens are still readable contra t rule 
must be follow: Use dark text on light back iround and Ii iht text on dark 
background . It is very eas to read blue text n a whit" ba k round but vcr 
difficult to read blue text n a red background. The problem i that thcr i not 
enough contra t between blue and red to make it en y t read wheres there i 
al t f c ntrast between blue and white. 
12. Use fonts appropriately 
Old English fonts might look good on the covers of William 
Shakespeare's plays, but they are really hard to read on a screen. Use fonts 
that are easy to read, such as serif fonts like Times Roman. Furthermore, use 
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your fonts consistently and sparingly. A screen usmg two or three fonts 
effectively looks a lot better than a screen that uses five or six. 
13. Gray things out, do not remove them 
Should the button be removed or grayed out? Gray it out, never 
remove it. By graying things out when they shouldn't be used people can start 
building an accurate mental model as to how your application works. If a 
widget or menu are simply remove instead of graying it out then it is much 
more difficult for the users to build an accurate mental model because they 
only know what is currently available to them, and not what is not available. 
The old adage that out of sight is out of mind is directly applicable here. 
14. Use non destruct iv iefault buttons 
It is quite common to define a default button on cv ery screen the 
button that get invoked if the user presses the Return/ nter key. The problem 
i that ometime peoj I will nc idcntally hit th l nter/Return key when they 
do not mean to on equently invoking the default button. The default button 
shouldn t be something that is potentially destructive, such as delete or save. 
I 5. Alignment of fields 
When a screen has more than one editing field it should be organize in 
a way that is both visually appealing and efficient. The best way to do so is to 
left-justify edit fields, or in other words make the left-hand side of each edit 
• H 
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field line up in a straight line, one over the other. The corresponding labels 
should be right justified and placed immediately beside the field. This is a 
clean and efficient way to organize the fields on a screen. 
I 6. Justify data appropriately 
For columns of data it is common practice to right justify integers, 
decimal align floating-point numbers, and left justify strings. 
i 
17. Do not create busy screens 
Crowded screens are difficult to understand and hence are difficult to 
use. Experimental result (Mayhew, 1992) show that the overall density of the 
screen should not exceed 40%, wherca I cal den ity within groupings 
shouldn't exceed 6_%. 
18. roup rhings 011 th i s re 'II if.Te ·ri' IJ 
Item that are I gically nnc tcd sh uld be grouped together on the 
rccn to ommuni ate tha: they arc onnected, whereas items that have 
nothing to do with each other should be separated. 
19. Open windows in the center of the action 
When the user double-clicks on an object to display its edit/detail 
screen then his or her attention is on that spot. Therefore it makes sense to 
open the window in that spot, not somewhere else. 
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20. Pop-up menus should not be the only source of functionality 
Users cannot learn how to use the application if it hides major 
functionality. One of the most frustrating practices of developers is to misuse 
pop-up, also called context-sensitive, menus. Typically there is a way to use 
the mouse on the computer to display a hidden pop-up menu that provides 
access to functionality that is specific to the area of the screen that you are 
currently working in. 
60 
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System implementation 
System implementation is a process of writing the programming codes that 
implement the design. This task can be daunting for several reasons. First, the designer 
may not have addressed all of the idiosyncrasies of the platform and programming 
environment. Second, designer must write the codes in a way that is understandable to 
others. Third, designer must also take advantages of the characteristic of the design's 
organization, the data structure and the programming language's construct while still 
creating code that is easily reusable. Lastly, designer need to very familiar with the 
organization's standards and procedures so that not only others can understand what they 
have written but also why they are written. 
Coding 
Coding i the pro es of translutin 1 the desi in specification into source code that 
can be process by the computer. Tran Int ion of the design into codes will become easier if 
the tandard and procedures are in pin e. tandard and procedures can help the 
developer to organize their thoughts, avoid mistakes and maintain correspondence 
between design and code components. 
Coding Approach 
Various procedures involve methods for documenting code with the purpose of to 
construct an easier coding style and easy to follow. In addition to that tandardize 
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documentation can clarify the functions performed by each section of the program. Thus, 
good documentation can help to locate faults without difficulty and make changes 
effortlessly. Likewise, modifications to code that result from changes in hardware or 
interface specifications are straightforward and the likelihood of error to occur is 
minimized. 
It is essential to have a direct correspondence between program design and code 
components. Design characteristic such as low coupling, high cohesion and well defined 
·' 
interfaces should be integrated so that algorithms, functions, interfaces and data structure 
can be traced easily from design code and vice versa. 
Programming involves an immense of creativity and the design is a guide to the 
function or purpose of each component. On the other hand, the programmers have 
extensive flexibility in implementing the design as code . 
Coding Samples. 
1) Below i a ample f u ing PHP in databa c nnc tion 
<?php 
if (eregi("sql_layer.php" $PHP _SELF)) { 
Header("Location: .. /index php"); 
die(); 
/* Sdbrype = "MySQL"; */ 
/* 
• sql_ connect($host, $user, Spassword, $db) 
* returns the connection ID 
*/ 
class ResultSct { 
var Sresult; 
I. 
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var $total_rows; 
var $fetched_rows; 
function set_result( $res) { 
$this->result = $res; 
function get_result() { 
return $this->result; 
function set_total_rows( $rows) { 
$this->total_rows =Srows; 
function get_total_rows() { 
return $this->total_rows; 
function set_fetched_rows( $rows) { 
$this->fetched_rows =Srows; 
function get_fetched_rows() ( 
return $this->fetched _rows; 
function incrernenr fetched jov s() ( 
$this- fetched rows =$this- fet hed_rows + I; 
unction sql_conn ct($h st. Suser, Spassword, Sdb) 
I 
l 
~lobal Sdbtype; 
;witch ($dbt pe) { 
ca e "M QL": 
$dbi=@mysql_connect($h st, Suser, $password); 
mysql_ elect_db($db)· 
return Sdbi: 
break;; 
default: 
break.; 
} 
unction sql_logout($id) 
I 
I 
~lobal $dbtype; 
.witch ($dbtype) { 
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case "MySQL": 
$dbi=@mysql_ close($id); 
return $dbi; 
break;; 
default: 
break;; 
} 
/* 
* sql_ query($query, $id) 
* executes an SQL statement, returns a result identifier 
*! 
function sql_ query($query, $id) 
{ 
global Sdbtype; 
global $sql_debug; 
$sql_debug = O; 
if($sql_debug) echo "SQL query: ".str_replace(",",", ",$query) "<BR>"; 
switch ($dbtype) { 
case "MySQL": 
$res=@mysql_query($query, Sid); 
return $res; 
break.; 
default: 
break.; 
!* 
* sql_num_rows($res) 
*given a result identifier, returns the number f affected rows 
*! 
function sql_num_rows($res) 
{ 
global $dbtype; 
switch ($dbtype) { 
case "MySQL": 
$rows=rnysql_num_rows($res); 
return Srows; 
break;; 
default: 
break.; 
} 
·I 
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/* 
* sql fetch _row(&$res,$row) 
* given a result identifier, returns an array with the resulting row 
*Needs also a row number for compatibility with PostgreSQL 
*/ 
function sql_fetch_row(&$res, $nr) 
{ 
global $dbtype; 
switch ($dbtype) { 
case "MySQL": 
$row= mysql_fetch_row($res); 
return $row; 
break;; 
default: 
break;; 
} 
!* 
* sql_fetch_array($res,$row) 
• given a result identifier, returns an associative array 
* with the resulting row using field names as keys. 
*Needs also a row number for compatibility with Postgre QL. 
*! 
function sql_fetch_array(&$res, $nr) 
{ 
global $dbtype; 
switch ($dbtype) 
{ 
case "My QL": 
$row= array(); 
$row= rn sql_fet h_arra Sres); 
return $r w; 
break.; 
function sql_ferch_object(&$res, $nr) 
{ 
global $dbtype; 
switch ($dbtype) 
{ 
case "MySQL": 
Srow = mysql_fetch_object($res); 
if($row) return Srow; 
else return false; 
break.; 
{. 
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/***Function Free Result for function free the memory***/ 
function sql_free_result($res) { 
global $dbtype; 
switch ($dbtype) { 
case "MySQL": 
$row= mysql_free_result($res); 
return $row; 
break.; 
?> 
2) Below is a sample of using PHP in Search module 
<?php 
if(teregi("modules.php", $PHP _SELF)) { 
die ("You can't access this file directly ... "); 
require_ once("main file. php "); 
$module_name = basenamc(dirname FIL _)); 
get_lang($module_name); 
if($multilingual = 1) ( . 
$queryalang ="AND (s.alangunge=S urrernlang' R s.alan iua ")";I"' ·1 ne "'/ 
$queryrlang ="AND rlanguag 'Scurrentlang' u . t• review "! 
Squeryslang ="AND slanguage=S urrcntlang' ";I*, tion · */ 
} else ( 
Squeryalang = '"'; 
$queryrlang = "": 
$queryslang = ""; 
switch($op) { 
case "comments": 
break; 
default: 
Soffset= IO; 
if (!isset($m.in)) Smin=O; 
if (!isset(Smax)) $max=$min+$offset; 
$query= stripslashes($query); 
Spagetitle ="-"._SEARCH.""; 
include("header. php"); 
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if ($topic>O) { 
$result= sql_ query("select topicimage, topictext from ".$prefix. "_topics where 
topicid=$topic", $dbi); 
list($topicimage, $topictext) = sql_fetch _row($result, $dbi); 
} else { 
$topictext = ""._ALLTOPlCS.""; 
$topicimage = "All'Topics.gif"; 
} 
Open Table(); 
if($type= "users") { 
echo "<center><font 
class=\"title\"><b>"._SEARCHUSERS."<tb></font></center><br>"; 
} elseif ($type= "sections") { 
echo "<center><font 
class=\"title\"><b>". _ SEARCHSECTIONS. "<tb></font></center><br>"; 
} elseif ($type== "reviews") { 
echo "<center><font 
class=\"title\"><b>"._SEARCHREVIEWS."<tb></font></center><br>"; 
} else { 
echo "<center><font class=\ "title\"><b>". SEAR CHIN." 
$ topi ctext<tb></fo nt ></ center><br>"; 
} 
echo "<table width=\"100%\" border=\"O\"><TR><TD>"; 
if (($type= "users") OR (Stype ="sections") OR ($type= "reviews")) { 
echo "<irng src=\"images/topicsl/info.gif\" align=\"right\" borde -\"O\" alt=\"\">"; 
} else { 
echo "<img src=\"images/topics/$topicimage\" align=\"right\" borde -\"O\" 
alt=\" $topictext \">"; 
} 
echo " form action=\"modules.php' narn =Searchv" method=\"PO T\" " 
" input siz -\"25\" type \"text\" nam \"query\" value \"$query\">&nb p;&nb p;" 
. " input type=V'subrnitv" value""\'"'._ AR H. "\" <br br> '' 
" !-- Topic 'election -- "; 
Stoplist = sq I_ query(" select topicid, topictext fr m ".$prefix. "_topics rdcr b topict ext", 
Sdbi); 
echo" select nam =v''topi \" "; 
echo "<option valu -\"\" ". ALLT Pl . "</option \n"· 
while(list($topi id, Stopi s) 7= sql_fet h_row($toplist, $dbi)) { 
if($topicic1=$topic) $ el= "sole ted "· } 
e h " pti n Ssel valuc=v'Stopicidi'' $topics</option>\n"; 
$el=""· 
' 
echo "</select>"; 
/* Category Selection*/ 
echo "&nbsp;<select name=\"category\">"; 
echo "<option value=V'Ov">". ARTICLES0</option>\n"; 
$cat list= sql_query("~elect catid, title from ".Sprefix. "_stories_cat order by title", $dbi); 
wrule(list($catid, $title)= sql_fetch_row($catlist, $dbi)) { 
if ($catid=$category) { $sel ="selected "; } 
echo "<option $sel value=\"$catid\">$title</option>\n"; 
$sel = '"'; 
echo "</select>"; 
/* Authors Selection *I 
Sthing= sql_query("select aid from ".$prefix."_authors order by aid", dbi); 
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echo "&nbsp;<select name=\"author\">"; . 
echo "<option value=\"\">"._ ALLAUTHORS. "</option>\n"; 
while(list($authors) = sql_fetch_row($thing, $dbi)) { 
if ($authors=$author) { $sel = "selected "; } 
echo "<option value=\"$authors\">$authors</option>\n"; 
$sel = ""; 
echo "</select>"; 
I* Date Selection *I 
?> 
&nbsp;<select name="days"> 
<option <?php echo $days= 0? "selected" : ""; ?> value="O"><?php echo _ALL 
?></option> 
<option <?php echo $days= 7? "selected " : ""; ?>value="?"> I <?php echo j WEEK 
?></option> 
<option <?php echo $days= 14? "selected":"";?> value="l4">2 <?php echo WEEKS ~ - 
?></option> 
<option <?php echo $days= 30? "selected":"";?> value="30">1 <?php echo _MONTH 
?></option> 
<option <?php echo $days= 60? "selected " : '"'; ?> value="60">2 <Ypbp echo 
_MONTHS ?></option> 
<option <?php echo $days= 90? "selected " : ""; ?> value="90">3 <?php echo 
_MONTHS ?></option> 
</select> br> 
<?php 
if(($type ="stories") OR ($type="")) { 
$sell= "checked"; 
} elseif ($type= "c mrnents") { 
$sel2 ="checked"; 
} elseif($type ="sections") { 
$sel3 ="checked"; 
} elseif ($type== "users") { 
· $scl4 ="checked"; 
} elseif($rype =''reviews") { 
$ cl =" heckcd"; 
Snum_se · = sql_num_rows(sql_que ("selc 1 * from".$prefix. "_sections", $dbi), $dbi); 
$nurn_rev = sql_num_rows(sql_qucry("sclcct • from ".$prefix. "_reviews", $dbi), $dbi); 
echo""._ EAR HON.""; 
echo "<input typ -\"radio\" name=\"type\" value=\"stories\" $sel I> "-_SSTORIES. ""; 
echo " input type=\"radio\" name=\"type\" value=\"comments\" $sel2> 
"._SCOMME 1TS.""; 
if($num_sec>O) { 
echo "<input type=v'radiov" name=\"type\" value=\"sections\" $sel3> 
s.v, '' SSECTJO 
echo "<input type=\"radio\" name=V'typev' value=\"users\" $sel4> "._ SUSERS. '"'; 
if ($num_rev > 0) { 
echo "<input type==\"radio\" name=\"type\" value=\"reviews\" $sel5> "._REVIEWS.""; 
echo "</form></td></tr></table>"· 
$query= addslashes($query); ' 
if ($type="stories" OR !$type) { 
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if ($category > 0) { 
$categ ="AND catid=$category "; 
} elseif ($category= 0) { 
$categ = ""; 
$q ="select s.sid, s.aid, s.informant, s.title, s.time, shometext, s.bodytext, a.url, s.comments, 
s topic from ".$prefix. "_stories s, ".$prefix. "_authors a where s.aid=a.aid $queryalang $categ"; 
if(isset($query)) $q .= "Al\1D (s.title LIKE '%$query%,' OR s.hometext LIKE '%$query°lo' OR 
s.bodytext LIKE '%$query°/o' OR s.notes LIKE '%$query%')"; 
if ($author I="") $q .="AND s.aid='$author' "; 
if($topic != "") $q .="AND stopic='$topic' "; 
if($days != "" && Sdaysl=O) $q .="AND TO_DAYS(NOW()) - TO_DAYS(time) <=$days"; 
$q ="ORDER BY s.time DESC LIMIT Smin.Soffset"; 
$t =$topic; 
Sresult= sql_query($q, $dbi); 
$nrows = sql_num_rows($result, $dbi); 
Sx=O; 
f 
echo "<br><hr noshade 
size=\" I\ "><center><b>". _ SEARCHRESULTS. "</b></center><br><br>"; 
echo "<table width=\"99%\" cellspacing=\"O\" cellpadding=\"O\" border=V'Oi''oxn"; 
if($nrows>O) { 
while(list($sid; $aid, $informant, Stitle, $time, $hometext, $bodytext, $url, $comments, 
$topic)= sql_fetch_row($result, $dbi)) { 
$result2 = sql_query("select topictext from ".$prefix."_topics where 
topicid=$topic", $dbi); 
list($topictext) = sql_fetch_row($result2, $dbi); 
$furl= "m dulc .php?name""News&filc=articlc&sid=$sid"; 
$datetime = format'Fimestamptxtime); 
Squer 1"' stripslashes($quer ; 
if (Sinformant "" ( 
Sinformam.= Sanonyrnou ; 
} else { 
$i 11 formant "" " o 
href=\"modules.php?name=Your_ ount&a111p; p uscrinfozcamp.unamc $informant\" Sinformant /a>" 
} 
if ($query!="") { 
if(eregi("$query",$title)) { 
$a= 1; 
} 
Stext = "$hometext$bodytext"; 
if ( eregi("$query",$text)) { 
$a= 2; 
} 
if (eregi("$query",$tex'1) AND eregi("$query",$title)) { 
$a= 3; 
} 
if ($a= I) { 
$match =_MA TCHTITLE; 
} elseif ($a = 2) { 
$match= _MATCHTEXT' 
} elseif ($a= 3) { 
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$match= _MATCHBOTH; 
} 
if (!isset($a)) { 
$match=""; 
} else { 
$match= "$match<br>"; 
} 
printf("<tr><td><img src=\"images/links/urlgo.gif\" border=V'Ov" alt=\"\">&nbsp;<font 
class=\"option\"><a href=\"%s\"><b>%s</b></a></font><br><font 
class=\"content\">"._ CONTRIBUTEDBY." $informant<br>"._POSTEDBY." <a 
href=\"%s\">%s</a>",$furl,$title,$url,$aid,$informant); 
echo " ''. ON." $datetime<br>" 
."$match" 
."". TOPIC.": <a 
href=\" modu Jes. p hp ?name=Search&am p;query=&amp ;topic=$topic\" >$topictex1</a> "; 
if ($comments= o) { 
echo "("._NOCOMMENTS. ")"; 
} elseif ($comments = I) { 
echo "($comments "._UCOMMENT.")"; 
} elseif($comments >!) { 
echo "(Scornrnents ". UCOMMENTS.")"; 
} 
if(is_admin($admin)) { 
echo" [<a 
href=\"admin. php?op=EditStory&amp;sid=$sid\">" ._EDIT. "<la> / <a 
href=\"admin. php?op=RemoveStory&amp;sid=$sid\">" ._DELETE. "</a> ] ': 
} 
echo "</font br <br <br <ltd /tr \n"; 
$x 
echo "</table "; 
} else { 
echo " tr <td>< ente'r font 
class=V'optionv" b>''._NOMAT HE " </font </center br br>"; 
e ho "<ltd </tr /t iblc "; 
Spre =Smin-Soflset; 
if ($prev>=O) { 
print " br> br> center <a 
ire -\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$t&amp;min=$prev&amp;query=$q 
1ery&amp;typ -$type&arnp;category=$category\">"; 
print "<b>$rnin "._ PREVMATCHES. "</b></a></center>"; 
$next=$min+$offset; 
if ($x>=9) { 
print "<br><br><center><a 
ref=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$t&arnp;min=$max&amp;query=$qu 
ry&am p; t ype=$type&arn p ;category=$category\" >"; 
. print "<b>"._NEXTMATCHES."</b></a></center>"; 
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} elseif ($rype="comments") { 
$result= sql_query("select tid, sid, subject, date, name from "-$prefix. "_comments where 
(subject like '%$query'lo' OR comment like '%$query'lo') order by date DESC limit $min,$offset", Sdbi); 
$nrows = sql_num_rows($result, $dbi); 
$x=O; 
echo "<br><hr noshade 
size=\" l \"><center><b>" ._ SEARCHRESUL TS. "</b></center><br><br>"; 
echo "<table width=\"99%\" cellspacing=\"O\" cellpadding=\"O\" border=\"O\">\n"; 
if($nrows>O) { 
whi!e(list($tid, $sid, $subject, $date, $name)= sql_fetch_row($result, $dbi)) { 
$res= sql_query("select title from "-$prefix"_stories where sid=Ssid'", $dbi); 
list($title) = sql_fetch_row($res, $dbi); 
$reply= sql_num_rows(sql_query("select *from ".$prefix."_comments 
Vvhere pid='$tid"' $dbi) Sdbi); 
' , ' I 
$furl = "modules. php?name= News&amp;file=article&amp;thold=- 
l &an1p·mode=f1at&amp·order=l&amp·sid=$sid#$tid"· 
' ' ' ' if(!$name) { 
$name= "$anonymous"; 
} else { 
$name= "<a 
href.:::::\" modules. phprname=Your _ Account&amp;op=useri nfo&arnp;unarne=$narne\">$name '/a>"; 
} 
$datetirne = formatTimestamp($date); 
echo "<tr><td><img src=\"images/links/urlgo.gif\" borde -\"O\" alt=\"\">&nbsp;<font 
Clas ~\"option\"><a href=\"$furl\"><b>$subject</b </a> /font> font 
clas =v'content',"> br>"._POSTEDI3Y." Snarne" 
.""._ON." Sdatetimc br>" 
.""._ATTA HART.": $tit! br "· 
if($reply ==I) { 
e ho "($rep! "._ REPLY.")"; 
if (is_admi11($ad111in)) { 
h. . echo" l a r~ """'\''admin.php op=Rem e omment&ump;tid=$tid&amp;jd-$ id',"> "._D L ·T " /u, l"; 
} 
'Ch "<t»> br <br '/td "/tr \n": 
} else { 
ch "($reply ''._SR PU~ .")"; 
if(is_admin($admin)) { 
echo" [<a 
""""\"adm in. php?op=RemoveComment&amp;tid=$tid&amp;sid=$sid\">". _DELETE. "</a> ]"; 
} 
echo "<br><br><br></td></tr>\n"; 
$x++; 
echo "</table>"; 
} else { 
~la echo "<tr><td><center><font 
""\"option\"><b>"._NOMA TCHES. "</b></font></center><br><br>"; 
echo "</td></tr></table>"; 
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$prev=$min-$offset; 
if ($prev>=O) { 
print 11<br><br><center><a 
href=\11modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$topic&amp;min=$prev&amp;query 
=$query&amp;type=$type\11>11; 
print "<b--Smin "_PREVMATCHES.11</b></a></center>11; 
$next=$min+$offset; 
if ($x>=9) { 
print 11<br><br><center><a 
href=\11modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$topic&amp;min=$max&amp;query 
=$query &amp; type=Stypev"> 11; 
print 11<b>"._NEXTMATCHES.11</b></a></center>11; 
} elsei f ($type="reviews") { 
$result = sql_ queryr'tselect id, title, text, reviewer, score from ".$prefixn_reviews where (title 
like '%$query%' OR text like '%$querf/o') $queryrlang order by date DESC limit Srnin.Soffset", Sdbi); 
Snrows = sql_num_rows($result, Sdbi); 
Sx=O; 
echo "<bre-chr noshade 
size=\" I \"><center><b>11._SEAR HRESULTS. "</b </center> br><br>"; 
echo "<table width=\1199%\" cellspacing=V'Ov" cell padding=\"O\" borde -\"O\">\n"; 
if ($nrows>O) { 
while(list($id, $title, Stext, Sreviewer, $score)= sql_fetch_row($result, $dbi)) { 
Sfur] = "modu les. php?name=Reviews&amp;op=showcontent&amp;id:$id"; 
Spages -- ount(explode(" !--pagebrcak-- ",$text)); 
echo 11 tr> rd img src=\11imagcs/links/urlgo.gif\" borde -\110\" alt=\"\">&nbsp; font 
class=v'optionv' <a hrcf=V'Sfurlv" b>$title</b /a></fi nt> br " 
•11 font lass=v' ontent\">"._PO 'TEDBY." Srevi ·w · br " 
."11._R ·VIEW: RE.": $sc lre/10 hr ": 
if (Spages== 1) { 
c .ho " Spagcs "._PAGE.")"; 
} else { 
c h " $pages ''._PA i: .11)"; 
it' is_ndrnin($ndmin)) { 
e h 11 [ a 
href=\"modules. php?name=R view &amp;op=mod _review&amp;id=$id\">" ._EDIT. "<le> I <a 
href=\"modul s.php?name=Reviews. php&amp;op=del_review&amp;id _ del=$id\">11._DELETE. "</a> ]"; 
} 
print "<br><br><br></font></td></tr>\n"; 
Sx++; 
echo "<table>"; 
} else { 
echo "<tr><td><center><font 
class=voptionv'r-cb>" ._NOMATCHES. 11</b></font></center><br><br>11; 
echo "</td></tr></table>11; 
Spre =Srnin-Soffset; 
if ($prev>=O) { 
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print "<br><br><center><a 
href=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$t&amp;min=$prev&amp;query=$q 
uery&amp;type=$type\">"; 
print "<b>$min n_ PREVMATCHES. "</b></a></center>"; 
$next=$min+$offset; 
if($x>=9) { 
print "<br><br><center><a 
href=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$t&amp;min=$max&amp;query=$qu 
ery&amp;type=$type\">"; 
print "<b>"._NEXTMATCHES."</b></a></center>"; 
} elseif($type=="sections") { 
I 
$result= sql_query("select artid, secid, title, content from ".$prefix. "_seccont where (title like 
'%$quefy>/o' OR content like '%$quefy>/o') $queryslang order by artid DESC limit $min,$offset", $dbi); 
$nrows = sql_num_rows($result, $dbi); 
Sx=O, 
echo "<br><hr noshade 
size=\" l \"><center><b>" ._SEARCHRESUL TS. "</b></center><br><br>"; 
echo" table width=\"99%\" cellspacing=\"O\" cellpadding=\"O\" border=\"O\">\n"; 
if ($nrows>O) { 
while(li t($artid, $ ecid, $title, Scontenr)= ql_fetch_row($result, $dbi)) { 
Spages= count(explode( "<!--pagebreak-->", $content)); 
$result2 = sql_query("select secname from ".$prefix. "_sections where 
secid='$secid"', $dbi); 
list($,cctitle) = ql_fet h_row($rcsult2, $dbi); 
Ssurl = 
"modules. php?name=Sect ionseeamp.op=listart iclcs&a mp.sccid=S ecid" · 
Sfurl= 
"module .php?nam - ectionsd.amp.op= iewnni I· 'amp;or1id artid"; 
echo " tr tel> img sr -=\"i11111g s/links/ur! 10. •if\" b rde \"O\" alt=v"," &nbsp; font 
class=\"option\"> a hre -\"$furl\" b $title</b /a "/font> f nt 
class=\"content\" br>" ._l N Tl N.": <a hrcf \"$surl\". $sc tit le /n 'br "; 
if (Spages== I) { 
e ho "($pages "._PA ·.")": 
} el e { 
c h "(Spa ies "._pAG ")"· ' , 
} 
if(is_adrnin($admin)) { 
echo" [<a 
href=\"admin.php?op=secanedit&arnp;artid=$artid\">" ._EDIT. "</a> I <a 
href=\"admin. php?op=secandelete&amp;artid=$artid&amp;ok-O\">". _DELETE. "</a> ] "; 
} 
echo "</font><br><br><br></td></tr>\n"; 
$x++; 
echo "</table>"; 
} else { 
echo "<tr><td><center><font 
class=\"option\" <b>" ._NOMA TCHES. "</b></font></center><br> br>"; 
echo "</td> /tr></tabl, "; 
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$prev=$min-$offset; 
if ($prev>=O) { 
print "<br><br><center><a 
href=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$t&amp;min=$prev&amp;query=$q 
uery&amp;type=$type\">"; 
print "<b>$min n _PREVMATCHES. "</b></a></center>"; 
$next=$min+$offset; 
if ($x>=9) { 
print "<br><br><center><a 
href=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$t&amp;min=$max&amp;query=$qu 
ery&amp;type=$type\">"; 
print "<b>". NEXTMATCHES. "</b></a></center>"; - ,• 
} elseif ($type="users") { 
$result= sql_query("select uid, uname, name from ".$user_prefix."_users where (uname like 
'%$querf/o' OR name like '%$querf/o' OR bio like '%$query%') order by uname ASC limit Srnin.Soffset", 
$dbi); 
$nrows = sql_num_rows($result, $dbi); 
$x=O; 
echo "<br><hr noshade 
size=\" J \"><center><b>" ._ SEARCHRESUL T . "</b></center><br> br>"; 
echo "<table width=\"99%\" cellspacing=\"O\" cellpadding-\"O\" borde -\"O\" vn''; 
if($nrows>O) { 
while(list($uid, Sunarnc, $na111 ) = sql_fct h_row($result, $dbi)) { 
$furl = 
"modules. php?nam -Your_ Account&arnp:op=uscrinfo&amp;uname-$u nam "; 
if($mrn1e "" { 
Snarne c: ""._N N/\M · .""; 
} 
echo" tr tel img sr =V'imu es/links/urlg .gif\" b rdcr=V'O'." II \"\" &nbsp: font 
class=\"option\"> hre '-\"$furl\" b Sunaru ·</b></a </font> f nt I iss \"cont nt\" (Snamc)"; 
if' j '_Udrni11($11d111i11 ) { 
e ho" I <a 
hre -\"admin.php? hng_uid=$uid&.amp;oµ=modifyU er\" "._EDIT."</a> I <a 
hr f=v'admin.phpvop=dell.lserd.amp; hng_uid=$uid\">"._DELETE. "</a>)"; 
} 
echo "</font></td></tr>\n"; 
$x 
echo "</table>"; 
} else { 
echo "<tr><td><center><font 
. las. ='"0p!!0n\"><b>" ._NOMA TCHES. "<Jb></font></center><br><br>"; 
echo "</td></tr></table>"; 
$pre =Srnin-Soffset; 
if (Sprev -0) { 
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print "<br><br><center><a 
lrref=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$t&amp;min=$prev&amp;query=$q 
uery&amp;type=$type\">"; 
print "<b>$min "._PREVMATCHES. "</b></a></center>"; 
Snext=Srnin+Soffset; 
if ($x>=9) { 
print "<br><br><center><a 
href=\"modules.php?name=Search&amp;author=$author&amp;topic=$t&amp;min=$max&amp;query=$qu 
ery&amp;type=$type\">"; 
print "<b>"._NEXTMATCHES."</b></a></center>"; 
} 
Close Table(); 
include(" footer. php"); 
break; 
?> 
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System Testing 
Software errors and failures occur mainly because of inadequate or improper 
testing. Quality software however demands that software be tested carefully. Testing is not 
the first place where faults finding occurs because the requirements and design reviews 
helped to ferret out the problems early in the development. According to Alka Jarvis , there 
is a different between the four basic concepts related to software testing. There are : 
1. Error detection It involves identifying errors, inspection and walk 
through in the unit level. 
2. Error removal It involves debugging and other strategies for 
identifying where the error occurs in the code 
,., 
.) . rror tracking It is important to find and correct the cause of the 
error, as it is to fix the error it elf. 
4. Regression testing ~ It is testing to sec i f the fix or rework to the code 
actual! fixes the error fi 'C it in one pl, c and 
br ak it in another, or breaks the code in other places 
without actually fixing it at the point of the software 
where the fix was attempted. 
The purpose of testing is to detect the presence of errors in AskAkak.com to 
maintain its quality. There are several testing principles that have been followed to ensure 
'hat AskA.kak.com are well tested. 
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The principles adopted are as follows : 
1. Test should be planned before testing begins. 
2. All tests should be traceable to the requirements, which means that 
AskAkak.com must meet all the requirements of the customer. 
3. Testing should begin in the small and progress towards testing in the 
large. 
f 
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Comoonent Code 
Design specification Intezrarion test 
Integrated module 
Systeni Functional 
Function test Requirements 
System Functioning system 
Testing Other Software 
Requirement Performance test 
Verified, validated 
ustorncr software 
Requirements 
Specifications 
Accept ed system 
User Environment lnsrnllnrion t •. t 
ystern ready to 
Figure 6-1 Levels of System Testing 
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6.1 Unit Testing 
In developing software, testing usually involves several steps. As show in the figure 
6-1, the first step in testing is unit testing which is also known as module testing or 
component testing. This step involves each program component to be tested on its own ' 
isolated from other components in the system. This is to ensure that the individual modules 
meet the required specification, carries out the functions it is supposed to carry out and is 
correctly coded. 
The process of unit testing is similar to the one used when testing a program 
assigned in class. First, the code is examined by reading through it, trying to spot algorithm, 
data and syntax faults. This step is easier to be undertaken because AskAkak.com is being 
developed using prototyping techniques and tools. For every line of code added to the 
soft.ware, it can he checked automatically for data and syntax faults by the Visual Basie's 
compilation function. 
Secondly,' the code is complied and eliminates the remaining syntax faults. This step 
is undertaken for each new function added to the software. This is to ensure that the output 
of the new function is rel rvant to the specifications and meet the requirements. 
finally, developed test cases to show the input is properly converted to the desired 
output. During this step valid and invalid actions are created. 
6.1 Integration Testing 
When all the individual components or functions have satisfactory results which 
show that they are working correctly and meet the software objectives. Then all the 
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components are integrated or combined into a working system. This integration is planned 
and coordinated so that when a failure occurs, it can be solved immediately. The goal is to 
determine if the system or subsystem meets the system requirements and functions properly 
and to test interfaces among the modules. 
The system is viewed as a hierarchy of components, where each component belongs 
to a layer of the design. It can begin from the top and work the way down as testing is done, 
work from the bottom up or use a combination of these two approaches. 
There are four major approaches for merging components to test the larger system 
1. Bottom up integration 
2. Top down integration 
3. Bing bang integration 
4. Sandwich integration 
Among these approaches, the Top down Integration is used in the ASkAkak.com 
integration testing where testing begins from the top and works the way down. 
F F G 
Figure 6-2 Example Component Hierarchies 
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6.3 System testing 
Finally, system testing is performed. Testing the system is very different from unit 
and integration testing. The objective of unit and integration testing was to ensure that the 
code implemented was design properly. In system testing, the objective is to ensure that the 
system does what the user wants it to do. To perform this task, developer must work 
together with user. Because system testing takes place at a higher level, the testing focuses 
on behavior rather than function or functional structure and this cannot be tested through 
code audits based on pattern matching. The system testing result will show whether the 
entire system requirements, specification and objectives are achieved. 
There are several steps in testing a system which are as follow : 
1. Function testing 
2. Performance testing 
3. Acceptance testing 
4. Installation testing 
6.3.1 Function Testing 
The primary goal of this step is to test if all the functions required by the 
application and pecified in r quirements specification documents are working 
properly. All the functions in Askakakcom will be tested to ensure that it can 
operate according to user's actions. 
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6.3.2 Performance Testing 
When all the system function work perfectly according to specifications the 
performance test is conducted. This testing step will compare the integrated components 
with the nonfunctional system requirements. These requirements, including security, 
accuracy, speed and reliability, constrain the way m which the system functions are 
performed. The S is tested to evaluate the followings : 
1. Security precautions -' 
2. Precisions accuracy in data, references, functions and process 
3. Speed of data retrieval 
4. System reliability and robustness 
5. Response time to user's actions and error detection 
When the system operates the way it was design, it i called a verified system. This 
verified system is· the designers' interpretation of the requirements specification. Next, it is 
compared with the user's expectations b 1 rcvicwinn th requirement definition. Upon 
satisfaction, the system is now called a validated system, which verified that the 
· requirements have been met. 
6.3.3 Acceptance Testing 
So far all the test have been done by the developer based on understanding of the 
system, its objectives and requirements. To ensure that the system meets the user's 
understanding of the requirements, which maybe different from the developer's point of 
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view, the system must be tested by the user them. This purpose of acceptance test is to 
confirm that the y tern is developed according to the user s requirements and it is ready for 
operational use. Normally, it is part of a formal handoff or release process. 
During an acceptance test end users of the system compare the system to its 
requirements. A few measures that can be adopted during this test are : 
1. xecute the test procedure 
2. aluate test re ult 
3. heck for di crepancies 
4. Accept or reject the s tern ba ed n th acceptance t t crit na 
c tab Ii hed in the beginning of the pr jc t 
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6.4 Testing Result 
Testing Result 
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System Evaluation 
Introduction 
When all the previous task and steps have been und rtaken and the results were 
satisfactory, the system is then evaluated to determine the system's strength limitation, 
con traint and problem encountered during the system development process. It also 
highlights on the knowledg gained and identifies the steps taken in solving problems. 
Problem Encountered and olution 
Pr blem ah a s occur during an 1 development project and the de el pment pr ce , 
of A k/vkak. m ha been no ex .eption. Thr u 1h ut th· d · elopment of kakak. om, 
many problem ari duet ma rca ns that v ill b · tut ·d bcl w. 
i) Lack of xperience in the ho sen Pro zrammin angua'' 
ue t inexp rien • in Pl lP th 3 fun ti n Ir vid .d in l l lP n ironmcnt nnot 
be manipul ted t the m ximurn xt nt. This i be au e all the previou semester 
subjc t uin kn' le. ge in PHP. However, with the edge of Internet today, 
PllP and it n ir nment can be learned through thousands of relevant example 
which ar fre and can b downloaded easily. Therefore, these advantages had 
rnira ul u I help d to enhance knowledge in PHP and its environment. 
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ii) Determining the Functions of the System 
Jn iew of the fact that there was no prior experience in developing a new 
system, it was quite difficult to determine to which extent to define the scope of 
the ystem consequently it can be developed within the given time frame. In spite 
of this this problem was ov rcome with the help from the lecturers, friends and 
analyzing exi ting relevant system. 
iii) Time Constraint 
Thr ugh ut the anal and de ign pha e in eme ter 2 there ' a n t 
ufficient time t tud 'and rcate the be ts lution I the -st sm intcrfa . de sign. 
Primaril thi wa due to inexperience and inad quate knowled ie in de igning n 
de i in re wh n 1 t cm implcm .ntation i undertaken, thcrc x ere 
man change made t the ri iinal intcria ' de ign tern. N · .rthcl ·s , 
with the tip and te hni 1ue in us r interfa ' de i in thnl wa analv: ' in th' 
tern d ign thi pr bl em wa 
iv) Lack f Knowledge in un elling Information 
vcn th uah th r \\ insufficient knowledge in Counselling and but with 
nurncr u re eren e on the Internet and in books, compiling the counseling was 
ea icr. n th other hand, since there was countless counseling information to 
e rom choosing which one to be used in the system was quite tricky. 
I lowc er, it wa decided only four from the best and most accurate was chosen. 
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v) Lack of Skills in Creating Graphical Effects 
Creating graphical effects was a big challenge in this project. Generally, 
this is due to lack of experience and interest. These effects consume a lot of time 
and try and error action. Nevertheless, the AskAkak.com have several graphical 
effects which are simple and does not consume a lot of time to load. 
System trcngth 
All f the AskAkak.corn ftv are a et are di cu ed belov 
I) Hi 'th 'sabilit 1 
Th A k.Akak. m ha ca sim] le ct de ran .c u er intcrfa c. 1 hi i 
be au c th A kAkak. m icn 'rail will l . us m st b 1 stud ·nt. and udults. 
111 th 
i intuitiv e where us 'L an casi! ' Pt u .us! m d I) th 
.rs v n't In L: an pr blcm using th AskAkak.com 
v nth rnputer illiterate. 
2 
Th 1 t mis transparent as users do not need to know how the database 
perf rm its s arch, how the system is structured, etc. As an example, when 
u: er needs to earch an information about counselling , they onl have to 
t pc the rd and click on the specific function and follow the in truction. 
The do n t need to now how to retriev · inlormuti n fr 111 th· dut \t u · • 
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3) Users feedback 
The user can submit their comments and opinions to the developer of 
AskAkak.com via email in the feedback section. From the user's feedback, the 
developer will acknowledge whether the AskAkak is working perfectly in 
fulfilling user need and request and changes can also be made to improve 
the AskAkak.com. 
System Limitation 
ln pite of the trength di cu ed in the later secii n ther are a number of 
limitations which the A kAkak.c m cann t perf rmed due to lack f re ear h and time 
constrain throughout the development .ta ie. These limitations are a ~ llow : 
I) The ear h fun tion i nl re tri tcd to th' w rd pr v1 c m the scar h 
databa e. er cann t ear h be ond the counscllin 1 p rtal. 
2) .The cope of the A k kak. nl .ov "rs a small om uni inf rrnut i n 
oun l\in \ hi h arc a ademi .a ecr on tr ·I ui nshi] · unscllin •. 
nh n m -nt f th· mi hi al us ·r int erfnc should b d nc for example by 
adding i on with m re tre n the oncept of Human - Computer interaction 
H l in buil ing U1 t produce a system with high level of usability. Un
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Conclusion 
On the whole, thi project has achieved the objectives and user requirements that 
have been determined in the system analysis process. It has also managed to be 
completed within the time given by the lecturer. Moreover, the user can communicate 
with the AskAkak.com dev loper via email to convey their suggestions and comments. 
Furthermore, the response time to display output ba ed on user reque t is toleratable. 
·' 
Since the design of th u er interface are based on HCl and approved guideline the 
system should b able to use b an on especial! universit student even though the 
are computer illiterate. 
There wa core of kn \ ledge and expericn ' gained thr u ih ut thi pr je t. lt 
doe not cover onl the re hnical and thcorcti al 1011 of the de cl pmcnt pr ,, .but nl o 
enhance the kn v ledge n UJ1 llin 
HI\ leurn d during the d '\ .lopmeut r thi: 
project uch as the H l nc pt. earninc the PHI und its .nvir nmcnt ' 1 pri le .. 
knowledg and un r cttabl ex .ri en t::. Furth rm r '. kill in u ing n \V ft ware such 
as PH"P Triad _- J- land rcamwca er MX have been acquired and it is also a very 
ignifi ant experien . 
Although programming skills are vital in any system development, high-quality 
pra tice n \ are ngineering techniques must also be applied proficiently. This is to 
en ure that n t nl the s stem developed will meet all the user requirements but also a 
, tern \ ith high quality standards. ;i-rus project has provide the requisite opportunit to 
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apply all the techniques, paradigms, concepts and approaches learned from System 
Analysi and Design, Software Quality and Software Engineering courses. 
Conversely, there is still space of improvement that could be done in the 
A kAkak.com as mentioned earlier. 
ln conclusion, this project was a very good opportunity for students to illustrate 
their skill in developing a system. This is an outstanding practice to guide and prepare 
student towards the working en ironment. 
l 
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About This Manual 
This manual will guide you on the following area: 
• Hardware and Software Requirements 
• Compatibilities 
• Configuring the Counselling Portal 
• Tour Guide through AskAkak.Com Counselling Portal 
·' 
Hardware & Software Requirements 
Hardware Requirements 
Listed below are the minimum hardv are requirements for running th· A sk Akak, m 
Coun elling Portal: 
• Pcntiurn Z MHz 
• 16MB RAM 
• ther basi requirements f r a de ktop m ut .r 
Software Requirements 
A kAkak. m un ellin P rtal nm ' II in: 
• Wind w nd diri n SE) Operating System 
• Intern t pl rer 4 and abo e Web Browser 
• Apache HTIP Web er. er 
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Compatibilities 
Ask.Akak.Com Counselling Portal has been tested in various Windows OS platforms and 
diff rent web browsers. Below is the result of the tests conducted: 
COMPATIBILITY WITH ASKAKAK.COM 
Operating System/ Web Browser Not 
Compatible Not Tested 
Compatible 
Windows 95 ,/ 
• 
Windows 98 SE ,/ 
Windows Millennium ../ 
Windows NT4 ,/ 
Windows 2000 ../ 
Windows XP Hom --diti n CJ- it ,/ 
Windows XP Horne diti n ( 4 it ,/ 
l ntcmet Explorer V rs ion 1- ,/ 
Internet xplorer er i n 4- ,/ 
Net capt; 4 to Net ape ../ 
Opera ../ 
Ne Planet ../ Un
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Configuring AskAkak.Com Counselling Portal 
Follow the steps listed below: 
Step 1: Installing PRP 4, MySQL 3.2.3 and Apache HTTP Server using PRPTriad 2-2-1 
J. Insert the CD labelled Ask.Akak.Com Counselling Portal into your CD-ROM drive. 
2. Browse through the CD. 
3. Double click on the icon labelled PHPTriad 2-2-1. The window below will appear: 
. PHPTrfad 2.l~J Setup~Ui:use.Agu:emcm~· _ .. ,.:. '. ·.;.El 
4. lick on th butt n ·1 Agr c and wait until etup ho Iini h id in tallin . 
~"'PHPTrlad 2..1.1.Sct\lp: lnstalltng mu; . . D 
. When etup i completed, click 'Close'. 
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Step 2: Setting up the database 
1. Go to your Start Menu. Find the Folder Apache Console in the Program PHPTriad. 
Click on Start Apache. The window below will appear: 
2. · o to y ur tart Menu Again. Find the F Ider M 
lick on M, - . You can che k whether M ' is a tuall runnins b 
pre ing TRL-J\LT- . M 1 Id hould b ~ Ii t d in the Ta k Mana 1cr, a · h wn 
in the diagram b I w; 
pen ur ' eb browser and type the following in the Address Bar: http://localhost/ 
' 
. The window below will appear. 
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Welcome 
c..._.,~·-dtn-.i"'Hl"'t'No•foe,......~·_.,....,i1t(J>a!dl ";\·1.-c&......,,~'°9'"-dcailqbp """~~ .• .obc1•.nMt~lflll 
P~c.....,•Wf'..nyw"c.;~4iNU....c.~ ~·~ 
W"bKPli7Tn6du he t-f"lli~'f c4clbc- s eae o!~r.*c. JC:al.n~ cod~ loncb, r:C'")':ct. I!~pit..duc1D .-c:fi.l •oro..it~tc.cr~ 
1-.:;..~~olfupro>Jf'd. ni.i:-:- .... -.:1..-:-&wntklr'ft:.J.. 
. °"""' ~, drrtf., ~~"Cwt~ • • , • ~ 
• 8 ot:1~~0o!"«cr~1.~•,.,U:~cilb,ll1c:.1" m:PUP'CttLcf.C. 
• ~T-.i..rt1-.J.e...rted..ic"Jii.::iolhf~.1raltr"Y'd..t~w~t.L~- 
• ~'W\IP'~ tO"l"lf:'f1froo'e.;e.~e"dmcl.'J, .. uomts-.PSP<:tut.Hol!ll 
What's ·c,.· in This Ver sion? 
• UpUt4 ~._...,,., f'i't Ar..r~l l ~)). M,S LO 2J "> ~ Flir{" 1 1) 
• \}pd..:rd tlIPN.•~ 
• .A.A4kdthrPKM'ttedC~J (~•PEI' 1•-..-r.rB71i '4 
• Addrd !.o;...,. 
1\.Mt b.f~•"- .... bt"'*-1.-.1•k•~ 
""'' C.. f!R.TT~ C...r.i.a Pll!Ul 
4. Next type in .:..:..htt.:..:..pi::.;:~//~lo~c::..::'a:..:..:lh:..:..:o=-"'P~hf!.;pm~v=-ad::.:1:..:..:11:..:..:i1...:;.l/ in the Addres Bar. The creen belov 
will appear: 
~ .. ~ ,....,,,..,_,..........._ ... , 
l,bJ:•....;:..1,1 lfi'.'!El .... --. _ .. _,.-. ... 
.. ~ ..... . . 1~-- "" ..... _."' t•l , .. , ,, w loom 10 phpMyAdmln 2.2.3 
+ c.-., .. ,1 V'!ll ''" • .._,,, 
............. ,.91 
t -~-.i' \~1 t•~ 
In th reate ev Database, type m askakak. The window below will 
appear. 
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l•\XJon I .. cv tt: t 
Kiryn••• 1,,,. C.,Mt.~ AdMI fl.14 
Smee~ ~Si.tt•h: 
II'!'• ..... 5,,,_,.. \l•lw 
(lQ 2. ey:.. ,,,...,., d)Ta-.; 
'"'"' :_04& Br• - T- , .' .,. ... f'bl.·11-""gll"i.& ,.. 
"'""'"""' =- •IA\j1Clil"t.'el s 
• , , •'-. ~ ""( t\. " 
'10 .io:cntJft''! 
,l ., ....... ~_:Ml9•1 
J .• , •• \..... ...,_ 
. , '""'"• •\..)"~ .. + 
···"'•\J"~ .. •• 
'"'" .... _~.,J_i• •h• .iol._o>ltiw" 
ll•t\t~ ,..D''t\U 
,.,, 1\_onu .. \ 
n\'tle\_...-._~ 
l t•\tltl_!)•\!'t 
"•·••'•\_ .. ,....., 
"•••<tit\.,.. . 
"-••·""..i.'"tor• . .... .. :,.. . 
.-t•&I.'-' ....... "" 
J. U\.I tl:,., t .. f ........ _ ~ .-, •. , 
l ~\.\t\,.f,.,,_• 
l I •tltl .. UC'tl'"" '\••• .,_,~ 
"'·"""'"'"' ... '""lf'i" . '"~""·'""''"' 
'"'''\. .. ttlt'l1 .. d• 
u•-'•' .. '' .. '-"' '" .~ , ... _ ... .... . ~ ,_, 
J. l1•tlt\.,.1l;a.TAI 
\ •tl"'''°' 117H 
• Ptl'l\"" 
P$ru--1'·.,.~,,.,.~ 
0.l.OJUlortO'l'••U • 
---·::J .... _ 
6. Click on the button r w e' and Ii k n the file adrnin. qi Ill 1 ur ~R M 
dire t ry. Thi file v ill pr bub! 1 be a not ipud pr irum or an sq! pro iram. 
Chnnu111~ • : . :- . . . In~ 
7. lick on the button Go'. The database should load itself in a few minutes. After it 
ha finish d loading, the screen below will appear: 
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""""' • 1d.•h" CM.) 
I" Ultl•'2 (tl) 
., ... ..o. • .c:-.u 
U\..t-.~•"":"C 
'\ <!H .~ .vt[:•• 
J. UO•f\:brW!i\"' 
., "' .. -.l_M..,."r 
ltt.l. •t\ t•""""'r" 
;l 00\t\_ ti.,;'( 
., •'·~~•l_V,;t. 
U•t,_._t1:1e .. - 
'.l U•._t\_tN'tlh, .. 
•• , u._cc~,· 
a _~..-..~ 
• ''"""''"C:J'"('fl 
,l .,~ •• ··=·14·,.· 
.... , \ ,loo,. 
..... ,. l"in• 
.._ : . 
, •••• .i._o--...-.- 
;. ~ ... " ,,_..,. 
Database askakak2 running on localhost 
Yo•SOl~1'•huutcu11d~ftri;: 
Thot c..-.•ufr-a lie ht ••n ""-"•t. t11n titr.ud.,.... 
.laM• R~ 1~1 
~~t""-~l.,...fP~-O!OSC -~r"'C}' SL.t[S,U.t 
1 .... 
r .,.,1n1i: _ •c:a-- 
r ~r.k_ .. ._.,.. 
r ••bk_,.......,. 
r.-..--.._ alftt 
r i..: ..-4' 
r : ,_ di.• 
r t.1i:_•a.t"a 
r .,...'=-._..,......,, 
0 "(SA\.I 
0 Uf.5.AAA 
Ol.t/SM.I 
0 Uf U. 
1eui~u 
, 0-:E 
' o-o; 
l 0".Z 
........ ~ ... ""'"~ , :~:::•:::.;!.' r _.ltb,_dl_...• 
,. ••·•·· -' ..... r ........... _c ...... 
U ...,..,_1 .... c-41 
' h.~-""""'-- r ..A.-..: •• m""'t 
l! :::::::~; r ...w; ..... a--4 
·' ., •• , •• _Ptiv•,. r Ml.al:•• 4lwJI .... t• _... ' ., ...,_, .. ,~.. r •hbt..,___ •• _Ui•t-"- 
J, _t· .. ·~· 
u \·.1,.\ 
~ :::::~::·:::: r Ml1U\ .. •~•·-•~h 
··~•"-'--1''1 .. ' a ........ ,.., .... 
r1 t•···~=J'rlp~ - .,;;;:~--~--..:...>--.:.- ........ ~ ..... .--~~~~~~ .... ~~.,.... ..... ~~~~~-;-t .:J 
r .... k:M_~ ..... _...,.,.. •• 
ongratulati n. ! Thi m ·an that ur nskakak data a. e ha full 
Pr ceed to the next tep. 
tep 3: onfiouring your AskAkak. om Administration Pn~t 
I. Brow e thr u Th the fi Id 'r apa h • in :\. Ii k on th· f Ider htdo , . 
2. a am thr u 1h th lat ·II I A~kAkak. r w 
urrcnt dir tory 
m. p th Id r • k. kak 
: \apache \htdocs ). 
Makin n ole and MyS L-D is still running, launch your ur 
Internet ~ ·pl rer a - ain and type in the following in the Address Bar: 
hnp://I 
The following screen should appear: 
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---------"'-d_mm_·_tstr __ a_ti_on_s_v_s~ login·--------- -· __ ] 
-i 
I 
' I 
L.. 
I Admin ID ~---------. 
I Password 
l~ -·---·------·---- 
4. Key in the following information: 
Admin lD askakak 
Password resis 
And press Login'. The following screen hould appear. 
l- .. :...h >"'.. • . -· 
T\to• ...,, '-•y•Ofd h•,.. 
A.iW t"=-'Y W•t."'-"' 011 
fAQ t_.___ ...... ~_.,....,._ ............ 
"""'• t..,t .. .\WiM"~ t••tA.~ t•IH.~ 
...._-v- ~ ~...... O.• •••N 
~ ~ ... ,..... 1...- •... -.... .. ,....,..,, / l1'tt 
_J 
""•~ul• l«!•'1•tl tt'• H~m.._ •~•l ~ 
( •"t• I 
·~Wft•it•" 
... t•' '°"' 
. Ct'i.,,.,. '"""' • ., 
• (tw'l\•M 
• l·•O--"" 
I ......... -· ................ -·· .... ,...,... 
Sto~ roe I 
5. Ther ou go! You're free to edit, delete or add anything you like. Feel free to play 
ar und and experiment with it. 
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Tour Guide Through AskAkak.Com Counselling Portal 
Tour Guide for Normal Users and Members 
w~.Mo~l1,2112 
• (Vlp 
AJc.a.. , • m..ley eord eq~yeleM lo J•tC... tn (nqlut\. Thu•. "'• Alo. •I.. 11 •"' ••d•m•bon "'"'°" 
,,,.,,,, ••m•U"ltn9 I,\.., nA 1111. Juk Ake~ 11 tt<i• uJtJm1te coun1ellu•\9 port•! .,t-.1<h de•I• •ith 
•<-•d•mtc;.. '''''' 11\d 1el1t>ol'\1hlp probl1"'11. 
_J 
"'~"'""' 1-•&e""'I p,,,,,.,4 
1 .. (gj I 
~ ... ~· .. '1
°'°Y"l"' ........... -- -· r v .. 1, ldo 
("" Ho, I don' "1.Jnk .. 
O.t1't !\a•• 11'1 1((0\1"\ , ... , Y'"' UI'\ O••l• °"' .. At ,.glr1•••d '"It 
ye\l h•- ••"'• 1.d.1M:_.V•• ..... U\.11n1 l"f\1l'u,•1, ~'"M•~ 
""'"'9Uf•UOI\ .NJ poJt ('IH'T\l'n•r"lh •11t\ ~, t\ll"U•, 
......... 
("" 'ho 1tmpl1I 
("' "-' bedl 
H~1 ·~f'N\ "··· . "'··~·· .. ~ 
T ... u 
Tht I 1 tw«-111 It 1 lel\f ll'lf ""'"dlnQ 
••Y H1'1t••" It tt-11 '-•r\ \r•"•D•o\ •11d\ 
I• .... O•\ ,~ ,,.,,,. ,,.,4 'tHl"f\', "°"' ''' YOvr 11t1h on l•h 
\lttt.•ill c.,..~,, P..-~· '"'•~•,..Utl 
"f'Molf'~~ 
""'••\• ""••••o•• ••rht1hy11\.1t.1~ •"' '"hvo-•4••· ,,.._,.,.,,., e tfil"llt•,••• 
l•Mhr 1"\m• U t•t1J1) 
('•""'"""•"". 1 ,,.~. ) 
' . . - ......... ~...... '--' ....... 
, Jl .. 
lt\ Hl 
'f"lt .. l \I 
'l!'WJl~·UlJ.•a.&. ·'' ~ --1'""r------·= 
... ,. ,. "-• 
• ,...,_. WI I 
;....,..~~~~~~·N~~~---;;::::;;..._,--.~_:;;.;.:;.;.:.;~~.;.;.i.~.:;;:._::;...;;.:..=:,;-.;.:_•':--:.~ 
Thi th tnrtup re;;"n k:lknk. cm ounst:llin 1 I rt I. A. u en n s ', th • I ut 1. 
divided into thre olumn ·. 11 th· tn th" I ·ft olumn. The c bl ks 
will remain the P udl s f wh. t ck include earch, Main Menu, 
AskAkak uid p ink , \Vho' nline and AskAkak Support. The centre column 
ontain the I gin bl k and all th latest articles submitted by the Administrator. Each of these 
arti les has th ir wn icon depending on their topic. The right column contains the dynamic 
bl cks. These bl ck are usually disabled and can only be viewed in certain pages, e.g. the 
stnrtUJ , reen. The e blocks are Survey, Top I 0 Jobs, Perplexed!, Sources and Study Tips. 
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Registered users or members can login through their Nickname and Password. Normal 
u r can also browse through the portal but their capabilities are limited, thus they are 
encouraged to 'create an account". After a successful login, members will be brought to their 
own p rsonal page as shown below: 
Commu.t1 htvp 
~ ..._,, 
My Hom•D•;•t httprJ/kh•lrf•h_,,\11pod.<om 
l.o bon1 KL 
Occ:vo•tlOt"I 1tvd•n4. 
lnt•f•ftJI (Alli •"cf dft:het 
19'1•"'""1 
1••• "n •VU.Zll h•h• w 
iAo<1uet U1._1 bhHI ~ 
,...,.,.. , .... , -" t'f' ~ *-"t/..tt6' 
v .... ,., .. " ... w.-~ 
Thi ition f r member to change their profile. Un
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About. Pet! tfn.g I 
To: 
r. ".J r6 r: r: _ r ~ r Ea r ~}.· r ;,; ; ~ 
r ...:... r ~ c :.; r 0 r: lst c: · • r: .+ r 0) r ~ 
r: 0 r · 1 r :; r =_:. r • r :'o: r .J r :v: r ~ 
r~r~r~r~r~r~r&rgrg 
r 9 r r & r ? r ;,; r 7 r@ r :;. r v 
~g.lcon1 
l 
C:U on tt\• srn111., \o ~••11. I\~ vwr Mu••o•1 ee@ooeQ*e•"e 
This i the ecu n for member to end their pri ate 111 age tooth r regi tere member of 
/\. kAkak. rn. Th ju l ho c t 
submit button. 
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-~::::.-,:::.-~·:=: .. i
sweetKckn l 
.. I 
[11111 Al II Cl e t ll fl Iii Hl 11 JI ~I LI Ml") 
( o I ~ I <:! I R I ' I I I u I v I vt I x I Y I z I 0th•• l 
This i the Memb r List n. H re, we can m mb r that ha be n regi ter d 
under A kAkuk.c m. You an find their narn · from th Ii ·t in air hubcti al rder. 
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Yu, I do 
~ .... , .... _ ... _. 3"3.3] ,_, (4) 
Ho, l don't t:Nnk JO-., o oo (D) 
r.,.r1ficl 2~00' (3) 
The b .. t one! 16.67 CJb (2) 
-8,33 .. (1) 
""""*"'-"""'.;..;' 16,67 "P) 
'M nc l•ot.., I Ottl•r Polh ) 
~ l C,_· __ 
- ., 
Thi th t: ti n form mt rnment about A kAkak,com. They just have to 
t pc th ir mm nt r ugge tions and then send to us by clicking the OK button, Un
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!~.'."~I 
~ 
R.labon•l'4>· 
Follomno ""'tt. .. wtklo:o pub~ uOOer- thiJ ...ct.on. 
• F E GOLD(N F.ULES To Improve Rtla~ensl\op (3 re1ds) S 
Ten Stott To S,e A. &ettu P~1Jon (4 re1ds) F. 
• Why you need • new bu-tfnend? (6 r1:1dt) :==: 
• Co ar,d Don' on Thit Fit1"t 0.iile (• teads) S 
• Con'ronttn; you1 threotypu (2 r•1ds) S 
• R•v•rt1n9 Rel .. bon1h1p ~te•kdown (2 reads) E 
• Tho Roi• onrnop hot (l roods) E 
• lnbmocy hromottr (3 rudr) -:-'. 
• P1ttorn Troci<or (3 ruds)E. 
• P~oms •nd Poeuy (2 ro1ds) E. 
• UndtrsttndonQ man ... (2 roods) :S 
• Wti \ M•n would(), •Omen do1n9 ... (1 ra•dt) r-: 
• Ro"'•" t Thlno1 To o ... (l road•):=: 
o Im•\• ... (2 r11d1) F. 
• Ho• do your .. to h"'f1. (1 r••ds) -:. 
• Po11onout Polr (l , .. d1) 2 
• Why 1 hovld 11•0 •• VOii (l ... dr) r 
• Tpt you tan Ull 0 onl\1(0 yOUI rtlt Ont Mp(~ rttdt) r. 
• Cl.n y Colloov• (1 rudt) l'"": 
• 11.1,.n hor~•toP• ( r .. d1) .-. 
Otm1 And Pct y (3 rudr) l> 
• On•M• ." Oe•hy (l ,... •) r: 
............ , ---·· "' , .. ··-·~h) tf" 
....... "''-"-''•""' ~w• • ""9 .... -~ .... ......, • ...__...._ 
-·- \_ ..... ... ., .. ""•""',,_...,. ... " ... 
, •"' .. ..-. ... ,_,,_,., __ ...... ,,.. 
........... ~'#Cli'4'-•• ..- •• - --·-""·~ f\•··~- , •.... .,, ,.,,. "'*""""'••• - .,..... 
., ., _._,,...... ~· ,. ~ 1 .. ·-"'"'" ., t>I•-· .,.. ,.. 1 •• 
•"I .. •--~ ..... ,. *"' W• ,,.-... O•t iif"-•••ti ~- f•r ~ .,. • ""'•"" •"'4 • .,_..,... 
•••• ,.... ... •· · ,,..._.. '•fl k>_. ••~-..-~-ti' ,.,.,..,,.,. .H.11. t'••-llno - ..... ,w. ., ... , tt•ru..•t \" ...,., _ _., • ., -· ••~••• a• ................ 
I( .... 'fD-w• ae1111 U"f"~'M .. AL-,'WV fd.,1"'0 -IO(:vel r.l~eon• .,.. Y•""f-••~"°"-- keep• 
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This is th R lationship oun elling Section. There are 6 parts in this section such as 
P rplexed, u1zzes, Goodies, His/Her Say, Relationship Issue and Horoscope. 
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This is th Forum Section that especially for the administrators used. The administrators will 
t pc the relevant t pie that is related-to Counselling and starting the forum b clicking the dd 
button. 
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This i the Add \i Topic ection that allows administrator to add any new topic that is related 
c uns lling. The administrator will type the topic name, add the topic text and then click at 
the add topi · utt n. 
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